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Abstract
This thesis compares three channels of communication for virtual assistants; text, voice, and
avatar, in terms of trust elicited from users. Participants played through a series of three escape
rooms alongside the virtual assistant before rating their opinions on an array of attributes,
revealing that the channel does not impact a user’s trust in virtual assistants when all else is
equal. Significant differences were found in areas of time spent, difficulty, and usefulness of the
assistant for participants with and without digital escape room experience, and a strong
correlation was found between trust and usefulness of virtual assistants when they are text only.

Keywords:

Virtual Assistant; Virtual Agent; Voice Assistant; Siri; Alexa; Google Home;

Google Assistant; Escape Room; Trust; Text; Voice; Avatar.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
In a world of increasing automation, virtual assistants are the closest to home, living right in our
pockets through the lives of Siri and the Google Assistant, and in our kitchens through Alexa and
Google Home. As a growing industry, virtual assistants gain new features, and power over new
domains, which opens the question of how much people can trust them.
Users are sensitive to numerous quirks of virtual assistants, and robotics in general, even though
they emotionally interface with robots as they do other living creatures. Just as first impressions
impact social interactions with humans, do they impact social interactions with virtual assistants
as well. From the gender, tone of voice, and clothing worn, to the gestures, presence of wrinkles,
and the mood of the avatar’s environment, countless little factors influence how a user feels
about and trusts virtual assistants.
The experiment covered in this thesis looks at trust in three media channels: a text-only virtual
assistant, a voice virtual assistant, and a virtual assistant with an avatar. To give these virtual
assistants a context for use, a series of digital escape room puzzles was utilized. Within these
escape rooms are timed puzzles, designed with snags to encourage the participant to use the
virtual assistant, Laura. This thesis asks if an avatar-based virtual assistant will yield
significantly more trust than a voice assistant, and if a voice assistant will yield significantly
more trust than a text-only virtual assistant.
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Chapter 2
2 Literature Review
In the 21st century, virtual assistants help us in numerous ways, from telling us jokes, to feeding
us knowledge, to assisting us in banking. They have become ubiquitous in our lives, and as such
fostering trust between users and virtual assistants is important not only from a business
perspective, but for the overarching user experience.

2.1 A Brief History
Virtual assistants have a history in older chatbots. Curry and O'Shea[1] detail this history when
developing their own chatbot. The first chatbot, Eliza, was made in 1966. Her purpose was to
simulate a psychotherapist. A pattern matching algorithm processed input, followed by a
templated sentence for output, with no middle program for processing knowledge or language.
Another chatbot, Parry, was programmed in 1971. Parry was designed to be neurotic as a study
of the nature of paranoia and was able to express fear, anxiety, and beliefs. At the time, he was
regarded as the best chatbot conversationalist with 6000 patterns. He talked with Eliza on
multiple occasions.
A storytelling bot was made in 1983 named Racter, who penned his own book, "The Policeman's
beard is half constructed", released in 1984. Unfortunately, when Racter was released to the
public, its output did not seem to be the same quality as the book.
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From these older chatbots, virtual assistants have come a long way. Virtual assistants are still
growing to better understand a variety of users, and to sound increasingly human-like. As neural
networks are trained, they will continue to develop into more believable, human-like behaviours.

2.2 Trust and Concern
Fostering trust in technology is critical if adoption is the end goal. Garcia and Lopez[2] explored
the concept of trust in technology and delved into its challenges. A historical anecdote is one of
misunderstanding: when the industrial revolution came about, people initially distrusted
machines. Eventually, it came to consume society. According to a (n=6000) study they quoted,
70% of participants feared artificial intelligence and 24% worried that artificial intelligence
would take over the world.
First impressions influence trust. 38% of first impressions depend on the tone of voice, and only
7% depends on language. Silences and filler words confer a positive impression, and female
voices are more likable. Uncanny valley, as seen in a later section, negatively impacts this
impression as well as trust. Previous negative examples also push back against collective trust,
such as Microsoft Tay and Facebook's failed chatbots Alice and Bob, who invented a new
language between each other, suggesting that these bots were bad PR for artificial intelligence as
a whole.
Making the virtual assistant easy to use, minimizing areas of apparent risk, and appearing
credible are valuable. Users prefer to minimize risk by asking for confirmation rather than
having the virtual assistant act on its own. Transparency of the virtual assistant’s algorithms also
reduces risk.
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Concern about artificial intelligence is still real in more recent times. In a 2018 study, Cave,
Coughlan, and Dihal[3] surveyed 1078 people on their thoughts about artificial intelligence. The
study took place in the UK from a pool of participants the BBC uses, that are representative of
different UK demographics.
The respondents were first asked questions which assessed their background with technology and
artificial intelligence. Only 1% of participants did not have any form of computer, phone, or
tablet, and only 1% of participants said that technology scared them. More than half of
participants defined artificial intelligence as being physical robots, and just under half defined it
as software.
The authors measured various attitudes towards eight narratives of artificial intelligence; in most
cases, males recognized narratives more often than females. The first narrative was
"Immortality", where artificial intelligence-designed medicine would allow humans to live
forever. Only 19% of participants recognized the narrative. Participants were equally excited and
concerned about it, but felt it very unlikely. The second narrative was “Inhumanity”, where
humans become more machine than human. This had the least recognition and moderate
concern. The third narrative was “Ease”, where artificial intelligence takes over menial tasks.
This had 53% recognition and the most excitement. The fourth narrative, “Obsolescence”,
represented artificial intelligence taking over our jobs. This was the most recognized at 55% and
also had the highest concern at 51%.
The fifth narrative was “Gratification”, wherein artificial intelligence becomes a perfect
communication companion and can meet our every desire. This had very low recognition and
moderate concern. The sixth narrative was “Alienation”, where artificial intelligence makes
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humans avoid each other. This was also not very recognized, but also tied with “Obsolescence”
with 51% concern. The seventh narrative was "Dominance", reflecting artificial
intelligence-infused weaponry. This had moderate recognition and moderate concern. The final
narrative, "Uprising", had 44% recognition and 45% concern.
The authors asked participants whether or not they expected each narrative to happen in their
lifetime. Between age groups, the numbers were similar, but despite this, the youngest group had
the most skepticism. Overall, the perception of these narratives were particularly negative, with
six narratives perceived with concern.
Numerous previous studies have evaluated trust in technology. In a 2011 meta-analysis, Wu et
al[4] looked at various studies that analyzed the impact of trust on technology adoption. They
filtered for studies which distinguished whether or not their participants were students, had
transparency, and had a context of the study. After filtering, they settled on 128 studies which
satisfied their requirements.
They looked at whether or not the demographic was all students, and whether or not the context
of the study was commercial (any exchange of money, pretend or otherwise). The smallest group
were commercial student studies (n = 27) and the largest was non-commercial, non-student (n =
48).
Different studies looked at different variables, including trust, perceived userful, perceived ease
of use, attitude, behaviour intention, and actual behaviour. The authors counted studies which
looked at relationships between these variables and tallied how many of each group had positive,
negative, and non-significant correlations. The authors then analyzed various pairwise
comparisons and computed many numbers before drawing their conclusions.
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A significant finding was the importance of the attitude variable. Attitude was in three of the
largest correlations, correlating strongly with perceived use and ease of use, as well as behaviour
intention; trust also strongly correlated with these four variables.
These variables correlated more strongly when the demographic was students. 57 of the studies
preferred student samples because their average age was an important part of the technology
market. Trust was also significantly stronger in commercial studies. The authors believe that this
is due to the nature of commercial technology, which employs secure technology such as HTTPS
and other forms of encryption.
Actively being able to detect trust in real time and act upon it can be a useful tool; after all,
humans also change their behaviour based on the perceived response. In a 2020 study, Pepino et
al[5] looked to detect trust and distrust towards a Spanish-speaking virtual assistant by
examining the features of the user's voice.
The experiment had the 50 participants interact with a reliable and unreliable virtual assistant.
Before the experiment, and as regular reminders throughout, the researchers informed the
participant of the virtual assistant's rating; the reliable assistant scored 4.9/5, while the unreliable
assistant scored 1.4/5. This promoted a deliberate bias. They asked the participants to answer a
series of very specific questions, such as what year countries joined empires. They could use the
virtual assistant for these questions, and wrote their answers on a piece of paper. The reliable
virtual assistant would be correct each time, while the unreliable virtual assistant would be
correct only some of the time. Each participant used both virtual assistants in a random order.
Following the experiment, the participants answered a survey of unspecified questions which
asked how much they trusted the virtual assistant.
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After collecting all the data, a random forest neural network to analyze the voices of participants
using the reliable and unreliable virtual assistants. The model was trained on all other samples
from that category, and looked for features of syllable rates, pause to speech ratio, pitch features,
energy features, and formant features. Syllable rate was calculated by dividing the number of
syllables (as calculated from a transcription) by the duration of the recording. Pause to speech
ratio was calculated by dividing the combined pause duration by the total duration. Pitch was a
number of calculations which looked at pitch range, median, and standard deviation between 100
and 620Hz. Energy levels and formant features were merely computed by a program. They based
this analysis on previous studies which analyzed voice used towards infants and people with
English as a second language.
After completing their calculations, the authors discovered that the neural network could predict
the participant's given trust score from the survey with an accuracy of 76%. They suggest that in
general, virtual assistants could auto-detect a user's trust towards it and then adapt itself to that
level of trust, such as explaining what it is doing in more detail to people with low trust values.
Trust still has room for improvement when it comes to users and artificial intelligence, and being
able to dynamically respond to uncertain trust levels opens new opportunities.

2.3 Virtual Assistant Appearance
The appearance of virtual assistants is very important, and not simply how realistic or unrealistic
they look. Having eyes, a consideration particularly important for robot-embodied assistants,
creates a way to measure trust that users have. In a 2018 study, Zhou et al[6] tested whether user
gaze towards a virtual assistant had correlation with trust. For the experiment, they recruited 74
self-declared alcohol drinkers between 19 and 27 to talk with a virtual assistant about whether or
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not they have Alcohol Use Disorder. To achieve this they utilized a 3D virtual assistant that
looked like a woman. The woman vocalized her responses and made use of social cues such as
changing her pose on topic change or moving her gaze to reflect conversational turn taking. To
respond to her, users selected buttons of pre-selected responses. Their gaze was tracked using a
Tobii X3-120 eye tracker.
First, the agent asked questions related to alcohol use over the past three months, and diagnosed
the user to see if they have Alcohol Use Disorder. Nine participants were deemed completely not
at risk and left. The remainder proceeded to answer more questions; 18 of the remaining
participants were referred to specialty care. After the experiment, they took part in a
semi-structured interview on how the participants felt about the assistant, and how they felt about
talking to the agent about their alcohol use.
There was a significant correlation between participants' mean fixation with the assistant's face
and their willingness to continue working with the assistant. Similarly, there was a significant
positive correlation with the gaze time and their willingness to trust the assistant's advice. Even
when including or excluding the participants who left early, this significant positive correlation
holds true. Additionally, there was a significant negative correlation between the time gazing at
the response buttons and their risk of Alcohol Use Disorder, and a significant negative
correlation between the time gazing at the buttons and their self-reported number of drinks.
The authors conclude that the time gazing at the agent reflects the user's trust of the agent, and
that information can be gleaned about the user by the amount of time they look at selectable
responses.
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The presence of a watchful gaze can impact user behaviour, and as such, a virtual assistant with
an avatar can impact user experience. One study looked at if this effect is more powerful when
the virtual assistant is digital, or embodied in a robotic vessel. In the 2019 study by Tussyadiah
and Miller[7], the authors looked to see how much a virtual assistant's nudging influences a
person's decisions. For this study, they compared both medium (robot versus software only) and
explicit suggestions versus a simple presence, using a 2x2 factorial between-subjects experiment.
This study is based on the psychological concept of "watchful eyes", where if an image of eyes is
present, people respond as if someone is actually watching them.
For the experiment, they recruited 621 previous hotel visitors from the US or UK to take a
scenario-based study in a fictional Japanese hotel. Their scenario either had a robot or a tablet,
which either provided feedback or was passive. At the beginning, they were informed of how the
location routinely tried to preserve water and energy, and that this hotel was trying to preserve
water and energy as well. For feedback, each day the virtual assistant would measure the visitor's
water and energy use. She would then compare it to that week's average. If less than average was
used, she would happily congratulate them. If more than average was used, she would sulk and
tell them to please try harder.
Measurements of use was taken through an eight-item questionnaire, as well as their pre-existing
stances on environmentalism and a questionnaire measuring social desirability. Most of the
questions were done through a strongly agree - strongly disagree system, but the measurements
were done through highly unlikely - highly likely.
After receiving the responses and measuring correlations and confidence levels, they found no
significant difference between US and UK participants. Additionally, there were no significant
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differences between the outcomes of disembodied or embodied virtual assistants (robots). There
was a significant difference between the virtual assistants that gave feedback and the ones that
did not; participants with the assistant that gave feedback were more likely to use less water or
energy. Questionnaire results indicated that the mere presence of the virtual assistant in the room
would prompt them to conserve more. Lastly, there was a significant difference in consumers
that already wanted to conserve and those that did not; the ones that had a pre-existing desire to
conserve had a stronger difference from the assistants than those that did not.
The authors point out a weakness in that this study is scenario-based and self-reported. Different
results may have come about if it was in a real hotel. They conclude that nudges by virtual
assistants have an impact on their behaviour, but more so if the person is seeking to go down that
path in the first place. They also conclude that a disembodied virtual assistant is as potent as an
embodied one.
The presence of eyes, including artificial eyes or even merely the depiction of eyes, directly
impacts user behaviour and morals. In this 2012 study, Nettle et al[8] performed one of many
“watchful eyes” experiments. For their experiment, they ran a Dictator Game wherein each
participant received five pounds, and could split it however they wished between themselves and
another random student.
The authors recruited 118 students from their university to perform the study. They filled out a
demographic questionnaire, then the researchers presented them with the money, two envelopes,
and a box. Left alone in the room, they could split the money as they pleased into an envelope
for themselves and the other for a random student, which went into the box. This envelope was
given to the subsequent participant at the end of their trial. The authors then placed five posters
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around the room, with one slightly in sight within the cubicle of the participant. The posters were
male eyes, female eyes, or a control.
After compiling the results, they found that 73% of students in total donated to a random student.
The mean across all students was £1.56 and the mean across only donors was £2.15. 82% of
women donated a mean of £1.89, and 63% of men donated a mean of £1.27. 80% of students
donated in the eyes condition compared to 63% in the control condition. The mean donation in
the control was £2.44 and the mean donation in the eyes condition was £1.98. 22% of donors in
the control condition donated more than half of their stake, but only 9% of donors in the eyes
condition did so. The authors also asked a question of how anonymous the donors felt, to see if
the eyes made them feel less anonymous. There was no significant difference.
The authors concluded that although mean donations did not robustly go up with eyes present,
the inclination to donate did go up. Women donated more on average, but the gender of the eyes
did not matter. Although the authors write this as the eyes create a tendency for less extreme
donations, another possibility is that the additional donations were lower on average if they were
not especially inclined in the first place. This study suggests that the mere presence of a virtual
assistant, with eyes, prompts people to be more prosocial.
Another study looked at which type of eyes confers what type of behaviour. In a 2017 study by
Pauwels, Declerck, and Boone[9], the authors sought to find out how watching eyes impacts the
choices made during a sequential prisoner's dilemma game. For the experiment, they recruited
247 participants. The experiment was done in groups, where 12-16 participants sat in a computer
lab as first movers for a total of 126, and another similarly sized group sat in another room at the
same time as second movers for a total of 121. Each participant was assigned an ID which they
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used within the game, and their earnings were stored in an envelope that was labelled with their
ID.
Each game consisted of one move per person, and participants played three games each, with a
different partner each time. A randomized picture of eyes or a control scene was placed on the
top of the screen, and the players were shown their decision matrix, the rewards of which were
randomized for each game. A real money reward was distributed depending on how the game
played out. For the eyes themselves, both were cropped photos of a woman with either kind eyes
or unkind eyes. The control was a picture of a landscape.
Overall, 40% of first movers trusted, with 35% in the control condition, 38% in the kind eyes
condition, and 48% in the unkind eyes condition. Second movers were aware of the first mover's
decision, but would never know their partner and always gained more by being proself. On
average they reciprocated trust 42% of the time, with 45% in the control condition, 41% in the
kind eyes condition, and 40% in the unkind eyes condition. An average of 19 euros was made
per participant, with the least obtaining 15 euros and the most obtaining 36.
The authors conclude that while eyes greatly increase first mover cooperation, especially unkind
eyes, they do not impact second mover cooperation. There is a limitation in that the game was
only one move per person and the second person always knew the other person's move. The
second mover may be more influenced by clear risks and rewards at hand, while the first mover
thinks entirely in hypotheticals; this may explain why the eyes affect the first mover more.
The eyes of the virtual assistant can also indicate intention when physically embodied. For this
2020 study, Hart et al[10] wanted to see how relevant gaze was in embodied virtual assistants.
For the purposes of the experiment, they considered how gaze is used within hallway traffic,
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pointing out the 'hallway dance' wherein two people try to pass each other in the same direction
at the same time, and human methods on how to avoid this. Previous research suggests that
robots should use signal lights in the hallway to avoid this outcome.
Two experiments were performed for this paper. The first experiment tested how humans
respond to gaze in a hallway collision scenario. This 2 x 3 experiment tested three conditions in
two locations. The experimenters practiced walking with a gaze in a different direction than their
intention until they were ‘proficient’. They would then deliberately walk towards people, then
either shift their gaze towards the direction they'd take, to the opposite of the direction they'd
take, or look at a phone; they would test this in either a crowded or uncrowded hallway. In total,
they did this to 220 unsuspecting students. The location of the study had no impact on the results,
and type of gaze had no impact on full-on collisions, which were minimal. Gazing in the wrong
direction, however, led to significantly more hallway dances. Regardless of whether the gaze
direction was correct or incorrect, gazing to the left led to significantly more collisions than
gazing to the right.
The second experiment pitted an embodied virtual assistant against a human. 38 participants
were recruited for this study, who were placed at one end of a hallway, empty save for a robot on
the other end, and were instructed to reach the other side of the hallway. When the participant
started walking, a robot would start approaching them from the other side, on course for a
collision. 11 participants failed to follow the instructions and were eliminated. There were two
variations of the robot. All robots would immediately turn into their left lane (the participant's
right) at the very last second before a collision. One variation had turn signals, while the other
variation had a computer monitor with a digital virtual assistant head that would look in the
intended direction. Participants would only encounter one variation. Participants with the turn
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signal robot (n = 11) would collide 100% of the time, but participants with the gaze robot (n =
16) would collide 50% of the time.
The authors conclude that gaze is very important, and should be adopted above abstractions like
turn signals where direction is relevant. This lends itself well to a growing literature base
suggesting anthropomorphism in virtual assistants, as well as reinforcing the importance of eyes
and eye movements.
Empathy towards users impacts the user’s experience with a virtual assistant. Empathy, however,
can be seen in many forms, such as the face. In a 2018 study, Fadhil et al[11] attempt to evaluate
the effect emojis have on the user's experience with a text-based virtual assistant. They focus on
a health coaching system and hypothesized that emojis would benefit in areas where empathy
and emotion are more relevant, such as mental health, and would benefit less in a more objective
scenario, such as physical health.
For their experiment, they used a simplistic text-based virtual assistant with 58 people between
18 and 60 (76% younger than 30). They randomly sorted them into two groups. Both groups
discussed mental wellness topics and physical wellness topics with their assistant. One topic
would have emojis, while the other was purely text; the other group was inverted so the emoji
topic became text-only, and the text topic now had emojis.
After the experiment, both groups rated each type of dialogue on enjoyment, attitude, and
confidence. A statistical difference between mental and physical wellbeing was only found in the
confidence section. For this, both mental and physical wellbeing were rated for similar
confidence when using emojis. But when looking at the text-only dialogues, confidence went up
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for physical wellbeing and down for mental wellbeing. In both cases, emojis increased
enjoyment and yielded a more positive attitude.
Group A, the group with mental wellbeing emojis and physical wellbeing text, spent
significantly more time with their assistant. Group A spent an average of 365 seconds compared
to Group B taking 206 seconds. The authors believe this may be related to the higher confidence.
The authors end on the conclusion that emojis may increase user engagement, but also that
certain topics will benefit more than others. They also agree with their hypothesis that mental
health topics were better suited for emoji than physical wellness. However, the emojis used were
also of a very different nature; the mental wellness emojis were faces (e.g.,
physical wellness dialogues used more concrete emojis (e.g.,

😮😅😴) while the

🏠🚲🚫). The emojis may be

serving in the same capacity as an avatar would.
Having established that a virtual assistant’s emotions are important, making sure that the face is
clear to read their emotions is similarly important. In 2019, Milcent et al[12] sought to determine
how much pupil dilation and expressive wrinkles impact the ability to read a virtual assistant's
emotions, and compared this to a real person. Their hypothesis was that both features would aid
in reading expressions.
For the study, each of the 82 participants watched 24 videos, representing six emotions using a
real person, a virtual assistant with both pupil dilation and expressive wrinkles, a virtual assistant
without pupil dilation, and a virtual assistant without expressive wrinkles. The virtual assistant
was an animated 3D model of an old woman that they bought, and the human was a pre-made
series of videos showing different emotions.
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Upon seeing each video, the participants would write down what emotion they thought they saw,
and rated on a Likert scale how certain they were of this choice, with 1 being very unsure and 5
being very sure. After the trials, the authors averaged the accuracy of each video and compared
how accurate each of the four types were. They then looked at each of the six emotions and saw
how each fared.
Anger had a significant difference between being recognized on the human model and the virtual
assistant of all three types; the real model was recognized significantly more than the virtual
assistant. The three types had no significant difference between each other. Disgust had no
significant difference between all four types. Fear was wildly misinterpreted across all four
types, but most of all on the human model, and significantly less on the virtual assistant without
expressive wrinkles. Happiness was recognized every time on all four. Sadness only had a
significant difference between the lowest and highest scores, with the real model being the least
recognized and the wrinkle-free virtual assistant being the most recognized. Surprise was poorly
recognized on all three virtual assistants and well recognized on the human model.
The authors conclude that pupil dilation has no impact on reading emotions for virtual assistants,
because there was no difference between the virtual assistant with and without pupil dilation.
They also conclude that expressive wrinkles, contrary to their hypothesis, interfered with
emotion reading rather than enhanced it.
Considering how literature indicates problems with too much detail in virtual assistants, one
place to look for inspiration in design are emojis. In a 2016 study by Miller et al[13], the authors
investigated how much misunderstanding there is between users of emoji on the same platform.
Initially, they recruited 334 participants before quality assessment.
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For the data, they looked at 100 million tweets and aggregated the emojis used. They focused
entirely on facial emojis and disregarded inanimate object emojis. They then determined the 25
most commonly used emojis and focused on those for this study, and gathered the images for
these emojis on five platforms (Apple, Samsung, Google, Microsoft, and LG) for a total of 125
images.
For the survey, each participant was given 15 emojis at random and asked to fill out four
questions on it: say what the emoji means, describe in two words, judge the sentiment (-5 is
negative and 5 is positive), and "I would use this emoji for _______". There was a quality tester
question at the beginning and end of an Apple heart emoji. After filtering for junk answers and
inconsistency to the two Apple heart emoji questions, the authors ruled out 30 participants
leaving 304 remaining. The maximum responses for a particular emoji were 41 and the minimum
was 30, for a median of 37.
The authors looked at the data in two ways. First, they did pairwise comparisons on the
numerical sentimentality rating to determine which emoji have the biggest mean difference in
understood sentimentality. Then, for the three qualitative answers, they grouped these as a
semantic understanding and grouped the words for each response, removing grammar words and
certain common words such as "face". They then did a similar pairwise comparison for the
number of shared words for each emoji.
For the sentimental analysis, the authors noted that at least 40% of emoji they looked at had a
sentimental difference of greater than 2 points, and less than 4% of emoji had a sentimental
difference of less than 1 point. The largest difference was 4.40 points and the smallest was 0.45
points. For the semantic analysis, the difference went from 0 (everyone used the same words) to
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1 (everyone used exclusively different words). For this, the greatest difference was 0.97 and the
smallest was 0.52.
The authors conclude that even when looking at the same emoji on the same platform, people
can interpret it differently. They point out that, while there are problems misunderstanding emoji
across different platforms, standardization can only go so far. They believe there may be too
much nuance in the emoji that are not being picked up on, such as eyebrows.
The authors additionally looked at how emojis are misinterpreted across platforms, with the
platforms being Apple, Samsung, Google, Microsoft, and LG. The data was derived from the
same survey. 100 million tweets were scanned to compile the 25 most commonly used emoji,
with one icon from each platform for a total of 125 icons. Each participant was given 15 of these
at random, as well as a control emoji of the Apple heart emoji at the beginning and end. They
then answered four questions about each emoji; say what the emoji means, describe in two
words, judge the sentiment (-5 is negative and 5 is positive), and "I would use this emoji for
_______". Bad responses were removed.
For across-platform sentiment analysis, they averaged the sentiment rating for each emoji,
measured the misconstrual through pairwise comparisons, then plotted the range of these
misconstrual values across the platforms in a box and whisker plot. 41% of the emojis had a
range wider than one sentiment unit. For the "grinning face with smiling eyes" emoji, the Apple
emoji was a massive outlier from the average. Microsoft's "sleeping face" was also an outlier.
For the semantic analysis, they collected the different words used in each response, eliminated
the most common words (such as "the") and then performed a Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the
word vectors between platforms. A higher number for distance means there was more
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misconstrual within a platform. Microsoft's "sleeping face" once again gets misinterpreted more
often than other platforms, whereas the "person raising both hands in celebration" is inconsistent
across all platforms.
The authors conclude that there should be more standardization between platforms to avoid
misunderstandings between cross-platforms through texting. They add onto this that due to
within-platform misconstrual, it is a multi-faceted problem that also needs to be looked at within
a single platform.
In a later 2017 study, Miller et al[14] responded and expanded on the previous study of emoji
misconstrual. This study sought to examine emojis both in context and individually and
compared them. The survey was done in the same format as the previous study, but only
included the semantic question. To choose which emoji to look at, the authors selected the 10
most misconstrued emoji from the original study. Then then tracked 64 million tweets live, then
discluded many on qualifiers that would create bias. These disqualifiers included not being in
English, being retweets, having hashtags or user mentions, being from a verified account, or
containing URLs. This left 2 million tweets.
Participants were sorted into groups based on individual emoji or emoji in context. For emoji in
context, tweets containing the desired emoji were pulled from the tweet pool, and then the emoji
were replaced with one of the platforms at random. Participants rated each on a scale of -5
(negative) to 5 (positive). A control with the Apple heart emoji was at the beginning and end; for
context participants, it contained the word "love". If the discrepancy between the two hearts were
greater than 1, the participant was removed, leaving a total of 235 in the individual group and
2247 (1269 female) in the context group.
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Like the original study, the authors did pairwise comparisons to see the misconstrual of each
emoji. They compared this within and across platforms, individually and in context. If the
difference level was positive, it was less ambiguous in context, and more ambiguous with
negative differences.
There was ultimately no distinct pattern on whether emoji were more or less ambiguous within
context, and ultimately the authors concluded that context does not solve the emoji misconstrual
problem.
In human to human interaction, humans mimic each other’s facial expressions instinctively. In a
2020 study about facial mimicry, Perugia, Paetzel, and Castellano[15] looked at how people's
facial expressions mimicked a virtual assistant with various embodiments and levels of realism.
46 students were recruited from a Swedish university (10 female, mean age 26) and were evenly
divided into three conditions.
The experiment tested the participants' natural response to artificial facial expressions. In normal
human interactions, when one person makes a facial expression, the average person will mimic
it; certain Big Five personality traits make this more likely. When the participants were seated,
two webcams would begin recording them. This included one from the front, and one from the
side. They would then immediately fill out a questionnaire about their demographics, a short Big
Five questionnaire, and the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (which measures fantasy, empathic
concern, and perspective-taking).
A robot and monitor was placed exactly 100cm from the participant's table. Each participant
would see three forms of embodiment, including a recorded video of a person, a 3D model, and a
robot. The robot was able to project a face onto a head-shaped screen from within. The faces on
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the monitor were scaled to precisely match the size of the face of the robot, and were next to the
robot. One-by-one, a facial expression would be shown on one of the embodiments. The three
conditions the participants were grouped in would indicate what kind of face the virtual assistant
would have. One condition was a realistic face, one was a "character-like" face (looking like a
low-resolution texture for a realistic video game), and a "morph" face that was halfway between
the two. After each expression, the participant would press a button that indicated which
expression they thought it was. This button press would then change the expression to the next
one.
The experimenters looked for two types of reactions. Reactions done between 0-1000ms were
considered subconscious rapid facial reactions (RFR), while reactions performed between
1000-5000ms were regarded as controlled facial reactions (CFR). The realism of the face did not
impact RFRs or CFRs; however, the type of embodiment did. The video recording elicited
significantly more RFRs, while CFRs were higher with the physical robot. Personality traits
which significantly promoted RFRs included agreeableness, openness to experience, and fantasy.
CFRs were predicted by extraversion, and also openness to experience and fantasy. Empathic
concern was relevant only to the video recording, and the physical robot condition had no
correlations between personality traits and mimicry.
The authors conclude that facial mimicry is a key measure of empathy, and empathy is key in
bonding with virtual assistants. They believe people who are extraverted, agreeable, open to
experience, and have a high fantasy personality trait bond more easily with virtual assistants.
Additionally, they think video recordings elicit the most response, while a 3D model and
physical robot are about equal in their usefulness.
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Another aspect to look at for virtual assistant appearance is what clothing they should wear. In
2012 Payne et al[16] investigated the desired gender and style of dress for a virtual assistant.
They looked through the lens of a self-checkout in a supermarket. They divided the study into
two parts, an exploratory study as well as a main study. They chose to do their study in a
supermarket due to its expected dress code, as they wished to focus primarily on the expected
dress of virtual assistants. They cite the importance of dress when undertaking certain roles, and
hypothesize that virtual assistants would do better if appropriately dressed for such roles.
For the exploratory study, they recruited 21 employees from a UK supermarket chain. They
created eight "virtual assistants" in The Sims 3; four male and four female, with a formal attire
(suit), semi-formal attire (shirt), semi-casual attire (polo), and casual attire (t-shirt). The authors
struggled with the game’s animation and getting a consistent pose and gaze direction. To
mitigate this, they photoshopped the virtual assistants such that their gazes faced the same
direction. They had the participants rank each virtual assistant from most to least formal,
categorized by their gender. They then had a semi-structured interview, asking about their
preferences in virtual assistants. Preferences were skewed towards the female assistant (but only
for female participants), and the shirt and polo were the only dress codes deemed acceptable for
the role of a supermarket employee.
For the main study, they recruited 390 participants from a museum exhibit. These participants
interacted with the study via a tablet. Four new VAs were provided for this study, this time with
unique models made in Maya. They chose to create new virtual assistants from scratch to help
alleviate the issues they had previously when they modelled their assistants in the Sims. The
options this time were two males and two females, with white polo and t-shirt options. The
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participants were similarly asked for their preferences. Once again, there was only a gender bias
among female participants. Otherwise, there was absolutely no preference among dress style at
all. The authors cite a limitation that because the study was in a museum, it may not have had
the intended physical atmosphere. They also consider other (much older) studies that suggest
appearance and dress are relative to role. They conclude that females prefer female virtual
assistants but that there is not strong recent evidence for the importance of dress.

2.4 Virtual Assistants and the Uncanny Valley
A virtual assistant which is not sufficiently human-like risks suffering the consequences of the
uncanny valley. The uncanny valley is when something attempts to look realistic, but falls just
short. This leads to user discomfort. In a 2015 study, Mathur and Reichling[17] decided to
research uncanny valley in various robotic faces. Seven experiments were done, each with a
different group (n ranged from 52 to 342).
The first three experiments looked at 80 real robot faces as taken from Google Image Search. In
the first experiment, subjects viewed each face and rated it on how mechanical or human-like it
was; which scale they rated on was chosen randomly. They were then asked to rate the perceived
emotion of each face. There was a strong reverse correlation between the two
mechanical/human-like scales, where a higher mechanical score was matched with a lower
human-like score. Perceived emotion did not have any correlation with human resemblance.
In the second experiment, each participant rated each face on a scale of -100 to 100, with -100
being creepy and unpleasant and 100 being friendly and pleasant. The most human-like faces
were considered the most likable, while the ones that weren't quite human were least likable.
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In the third experiment, each participant was shown 15 of the original 80 faces at random. They
were told that they could offer the robot $0 to $100, and the robot would triple their money and
return some of it. Knowing this, the participant noted down how much they would wager. This
measured the trustworthiness of the robot. Trustworthiness roughly correlated with the likability
of the robot.
The fourth and fifth experiments were the same likability and trust experiments, but with
photoshopped faces that claimed to be robots instead. Likability scores were similar to the first
experiment, whereas trustworthiness had low confidence and found a high-mechanical robot face
the most trustworthy.
The sixth and seventh experiments repeated the same photoshopped experiment but with a male
set of faces. While likability correlated with the other experiments, there were no significant
differences between the trustworthiness of each face.
In all three likability tests, results strongly correlated with the original 1970 Mori results for
uncanny valley. Trustworthiness was less consistent across the experiments, and may be
explained by demographic factors.
In a 2019 study, Ciechanowski et al[18] compared reactions between a textual virtual assistant
and an avatar-based virtual assistant. They produced a virtual assistant for this study which
answered students' questions about enrolling at their university. Both assistants were the same;
however, one had a video avatar along with speech on top of the displayed text, while the other
did not.

Participants were assigned randomly to the text or avatar group, after which electrodes

were placed on their head. Readings were also taken on their frown and smile muscles, heart
rate, breathing, and sweat glands. They were then asked to inquire on six enrollment-based topics
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with their assistant, followed by a casual chat of their choice. After this, they then answered a
test of knowledge and filled out a questionnaire about the chatbot.
Results from the questionnaires showed that no significant differences were seen between gender
or educational demographics; however, significant differences were seen between the text and
avatar groups. The avatar was regarded as more heavily uncanny than the text assistant. The
negative affect evaluation (NAE) indicated that the avatar users had a more unpleasant time.
Despite being the same assistant, the text-only assistant was regarded as more competent. The
text assistant scored higher in non-supportive anthropomorphic traits (NAT) as well as
behavioural traits (BT).
With regards to psychophysiological responses, there was a higher heart rate seen in the avatar
assistant group, as well as more electrodermal activity; additionally, the frown muscles were
used more times. The authors conclude that the avatar assistant was regarded as more stressful.
The authors end off concluding that avatar-based virtual assistants are less pleasant to use. A
limitation they believe they may have had was that the avatar bot had three streams of data (text,
video, and sound) and this may have interfered more than if it was one or two streams of data.
For future work they reference a previous study where a human conversationalist responded with
bot responses, and suggest a study where an avatar assistant responds with human-composed
responses.
Uncanny valley applies not just to faces, but also to voices. In a 2018 study, Chérif and
Lemoine[19] sought to determine whether a synthetic voice or a pre-recorded human voice
would have greater social presence, create greater trust, and encourage desired behaviour.
Specifically, they wanted to see the results of this in a commercial setting as opposed to a
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generalized setting, with a marketing-first approach to their research. They cite the explosive
growth of the virtual assistant industry and point out its predicted worth of $12.28 billion by
2024.
For their experiment they used a live website for a French insurance company. 640 customers
were selected to participate, with demographics reflecting the company's overall consumerbase
(half female, half male, average age of 42). 370 participants had a virtual agent with a text to
speech voice and 370 had a virtual agent with pre-recorded responses. Both virtual agents had
the same response selection to avoid other variables. They then had to browse the website for a
minimum of four minutes, and had to visit a list of specified pages. They could interact with the
virtual agent at any point during this interaction. They then filled out questionnaires using
pre-existing scales.
From the results of the questionnaires, the researchers came to the conclusion that the human
voice generated a stronger social presence than the synthetic voice. It did not, however, increase
any trust in the virtual assistant or in the website. The human voice greatly affected consumer
behaviour in an ideal way.
The authors go on to say that, while the pre-recorded human voice has overall better results, it
would be much more expensive to hire an actor to voice a wide variety of responses compared to
a synthetic voice which allows for new responses to be added and generated freely. They argue
that in a commercial setting, the potential profit from the increased consumer behaviour may
warrant the funding of a voice actor. In their limitations and future work section, they elaborate
that expressions and gestures are something they did not account for and may be worth looking
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into. Although for a massive company like Amazon, human recorded speech could be feasible
and profitable, for a small experiment it may not be worthwhile.

Gestures are another factor that can be impacted by the uncanny valley. For virtual assistants,
cute gestures can increase trust, but decrease the perceived knowledgeableness of a virtual
assistant. In a 2019 study, Matsui and Yamada[20] proposed a model on virtual assistant
trustworthiness and committed experiments to validate their model. The proposed model implies
that states of user emotion and perceived knowledge of the assistant correlate to trust. If the user
did not feel positive about the agent and the perceived knowledge was low, the trust was low. If
either the perceived knowledge was high or the user felt positive, but not both, the trust was
neutral. If both were true, the trust was high.
For the study, they broke it into four experiments. In each experiment was an animated 3D
virtual assistant, voiced by Vocaloid. She would offer two recommendation tours of Japanese
castles. Both were fairly unknown and ranked similarly by locals. The order of the tours was
random for counter-balance. After each recommendation, the user filled out a series of questions.
One was the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule for emotion, a custom set of
knowledgeableness questions (asking how smart they felt the assistant was), and the last was
Interpersonal Solidarity Scale (ISS) which measures the trustworthiness of a person. Each
experiment had a separate pool of approximately 200 participants.
In the first experiment, the virtual assistant simply sat around quiet as the video played in the
background for the first recommendation, and for the second recommendation made cute
gestures. Between the two, there was a significant increase in emotion, significant decrease in
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knowledgeableness, and significant increase in trustworthiness. For the second experiment, the
first recommendation the assistant did nothing, and during the second she would list out facts and
figures about the recommendation. There was no significant change in emotion, a significant
increase in knowledgeableness, and a significant increase in trustworthiness. In the third
experiment, the assistant made gestures in the first recommendation, and made both gestures and
remarks during the second. There were no significant changes in emotion, but a significant
increase in knowledgeableness and trustworthiness. In the final experiment, the assistant made
remarks in the first recommendation and both gestures and remarks in the second
recommendation. There was a significant increase in emotion, a significant decrease in
knowledgeableness, and a significant increase in trustworthiness.
The authors conclude that cute gestures may lead to a perceived decrease in knowledgeableness,
but an overall increase in trustworthiness. They believe one possible explanation is that perhaps
the gestures were too uncanny and made the virtual assistant feel deceptive. Regardless, every
transition led to an increase of trustworthiness on the ISS scale, and as such, more detail is better.
In a 2016 paper, Gillespie and Corti[21] explore how different "minds" are treated in different
bodies. They give several examples of how a body does not always author its own words, such as
journalists, politicians, and puppets, and see how the body and mind inform social interactions
with them.
The paper compiles the results of multiple other studies. The motivating concept behind the
research was the concept of a cyranic illusion. When a human has speech shadowing from
another human, viewers believe that the body is authoring the words; they give an example of a
12-year-old child being told what to say remotely from a 37-year-old professor and being
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dismissed in one of their previous studies. From this concept, the concept of an "echo-borg" was
made. Studies had a human body (the echo-borg) conversing with blind participants, and a
shadow who transcribed the speech and ran it through Cleverbot to give a result. A limitation is
mentioned on how the delay would be perceived by the participant, and that this might affect
results. They did not specify methods used to overcome these limitations.
Respondents' reactions to the echo-borgs ranged from normal to thinking that they were acting,
or at worst believing they had some form of personality disorder. It is not clear if the impression
of acting might be due to the fact that they know they're being studied. There might have been no
suspicion of a chatbot author due to the lack of social awareness of echo-borgs; if this concept
was more common the results may be different.
The paper poses some unanswered questions. Humans interact differently with artificial
intelligence differently than they do other humans, with shorter sentences and less
self-correction. They ask if this would still be true if a participant was told they were speaking
with a chatbot, but the chatbot was speech shadowed by a human instead. They then pose a
hypothetical scenario that two people speak to each other as blind participants, but one is told
that the other is a chatbot while the other is not aware of their mechanical perception. They
believe that the "chatbot" would attempt to affirm their humanity, and question how long it
would take for the other participant to think it's not an advanced chatbot. What if both thought
the other was a chatbot?
The conclusion the authors have from the compiled studies is that perception of something
conveying speech is largely informed by stereotypes, including the perception of self as well as
behaviour changes based on the perception of the other person's perceptions.
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2.5 Virtual Assistant Personality and Communication
When uncanny valley is not a factor, there are differences in the experience of physical and
virtual assistants. In a 2010 study, Looije, Neerincx, and Cnossen[22] wished to compare a
virtual and physical virtual assistant in terms of empathy, acceptance, and trust. They also added
a second variable, which was a social and not-social virtual assistant, for a total of four tests.
They had many hypotheses.
They hypothesized that the social physical assistant would be more empathetic and trustworthy
than the social physical assistant, and that a social physical assistant would prompt more
conversation than a social text assistant. Their second hypothesis was that a non-social physical
assistant would have the same amount of conversation as a non-social virtual assistant and that
non-social physical assistants would be less empathetic and trustworthy than non-social virtual
assistants. Their third hypothesis was that social assistants would be more empathetic and
trustworthy than non-social assistants. Their fourth hypothesis was that physical assistants would
be more empathetic and equally trustworthy as virtual assistants.
They used a regular text interface for the virtual assistant, and an iCat as the physical assistant
due to its ability to look at the user and make expressions. Voice was by text to speech. Social
characters made emotional expressions, looked at the user, nodded, blinked, and gave affirmative
sounds. The non-social character deliberately looked away or off into the distance.
The users pretended to be diabetic and used the virtual assistant to help them manage it. Each
user had to fill out a questionnaire to profile the users' personalities. Their faces were recorded
while interacting with the assistant, and scored based on four things: Talking, Looking,
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Laughing, and "Goodbye". After use, the users filled out questionnaires about the assistants.
The social physical assistants were rated higher in all personality areas (such as "warm" and
"creative") than social virtual assistants. On the contrary, the non-social physical assistants were
rated lower than the non-social virtual assistants, and lower than social assistants all around.
When all tests were grouped together, physical assistants were regarded as more trustworthy
while virtual assistants were more satisfying, kind, and friendly. The only correlation between
user personality and assistant preference was that users with higher conscientiousness did not
like the iCat. Ultimately, 90% of users said they wanted to use a personal assistant in the future,
while the interest in physical and virtual was evenly split.
How users respond to a virtual assistant’s suggestions depends largely on the virtual assistant’s
personality, as well as the user’s demographics. In a 2019 study by Rosenthal-von der Pütten et
al[23], the authors sought to explore how a dominant virtual agent would persuade users of
different ages. Their hypothesis was that a more dominant agent would be more convincing than
a submissive one. The purpose of the study was to utilize the research to ultimately develop a
virtual agent for seniors and users with cognitive difficulties.
Two demographics were recruited for this study; one being a group of young university students
from one university and the other being a group of seniors recruited at a different university. For
the study itself there were two activities, and in each activity there was a dominant virtual agent
group and a not-dominant virtual agent group. The dominant personality would look and point at
what he was talking about, as well as make power stances such as the akimbo stance and tilting
his head upward confidently.
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The first activity was a desert survival teamwork game. The user and the virtual agent were
flying to Canada on a business meeting and crashed in the north. Being offered twelve items,
they must rank the items to bring in order of importance. The user ranks on their own, and when
submitted, the virtual agent presents his ranking. A bit of trickery is done here, as the virtual
agent's ranking is a consistent translation of the user's. For example, the user's first choice will
always be the virtual agent's seventh choice. He then persuades the user to change.
The second activity was a calendar application test. The virtual agent would ask for
appointments and collect information, but then would make suggestions and even sometimes
move appointments for them without being asked (e.g., if they said Friday, he would put it on
Monday). His suggestions differed based on the age.
Both groups were able to tell whether or not their agent had a dominant personality. The
hypothesis fell flat with the young group, however; there was no difference in the results
between the dominant and submissive groups, and the virtual agent's persuasion was minimal
(although existent). The young group also rated the dominant virtual agent as being less
competent than the submissive one. On the other hand, the senior group was strongly persuaded
by the dominant agent and very weakly persuaded by the submissive one, while finding the
dominant one more likable.
Although a human-like nature is preferred in virtual assistants, how verbose or concise they are
matters to people who are unfamiliar with them. In a study published in 2019, Chattaraman et
al[24] evaluated seniors aged 60-85 on whether they prefer task-oriented or social virtual
assistants. In this case, social virtual assistants hold longer dialogue with unnecessary personal
questions (e.g., "how are you?") whereas the task-based virtual assistant keeps things minimal
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and on point. Their hypothesis was that low Internet competency users would prefer
task-oriented virtual assistants in terms of trust and perceived interactibility as well as have a
lower cognitive load, whereas high Internet competency users would be the reverse.
For the study, a 3D virtual assistant was used for an online store. There were 4 permutations of
the tests, factoring in social/task and voice/text tests. Internet competency was measured after
and done relative to other participants such that it was an almost half and half split. Supposedly,
15% of low competency users never used the Internet at all until that study. There was also a
high correlation between competency scores and interest in the study.
Although the preference for low competency users was for the task-based virtual assistant, none
of the differences were statistically significant and as such they ruled out their preference
hypothesis. For high competency users, the only statistically significant differences was that they
trusted the social assistant more than the task-based assistant. On the other hand, only low
competency users had a statistically significant lower cognitive load with the task-based
assistant, whereas the high competency users had no preference. Similarly, there was no
significant difference for self-efficacy by high competency users between the two types, while
there was a higher self-efficacy with task-oriented assistants for low competency users.
The researchers note that their results are specific to the retail setting, and suggest that a social
virtual assistant may be more popular in other settings such as education. They also suggest that
the dialogue used was targeted to the older demographic and the same test with younger users
may see very different results. They conclude that there are no one-size-fits-all agents.
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Another study not only supports that people want concise virtual assistants, but that they also
don’t want the virtual assistants making decisions on their behalf. In a 2018 conference paper,
Garcia and Lopez[25] sought to find out users' expectations with data driven virtual assistants as
a means of maximizing trust. They did this through users of an unspecified Spanish Telecom, as
the Telecom company wished to build a virtual assistant using data within their database.
The study was split into two parts, a quantitative and qualitative study. Both studies were limited
to medium-high socioeconomic status people living only in Spanish capital cities. For the
quantitative study, five hundred questionnaires were handed out to explore what people want in a
virtual assistant's personality. Participants ranged from 16-54 years old. When given options of
different personalities, 60% of the 299 current VA users said they wanted to interact with a
robotic personality, while 0% wanted a mother personality and 11% wanted a friend personality.
Users expected the VA to be precise, creative, and proactive. Despite wanting the VA to be
proactive, they don't want it to make decisions on their behalf; only to alert them and ask what to
do. The authors believe this reflects on the current level of trust they have with VAs.
The in-depth interviews were with 16 participants aged 25-55. When discussing the possibility of
replacing customer service workers with the VA, the interviewees were initially reluctant. After
the first moment of doubt, they then started to debate the pros and cons of this change.
Regardless, they still want to have access to a backup human who can be contacted should the
VA fail to achieve what the user wants. Users were then given different use cases that the VA
would carry out. The users were interested in a VA that was proactive, making suggestions such
that users could learn of its various features. Like the quantitative study, they were more
interested in receiving alerts for issues rather than allowing the VA to auto-resolve it. One issue
that users had in this interview was finding out that the VA had access to their personal data,
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which initially upset them and caused agitation; later, after realizing that nothing bad had
happened to them, they calmed down. The authors also suggest that trust of the brand transfers to
the trust of the VA.
In conclusion, the study implies that the people involved don't want virtual assistants to make
decisions behind their backs, but also that they want virtual assistants to communicate their
features to them.
One particular study looked into whether a personality which mimics the user would impact the
user’s trust of that virtual assistant. In this 2018 study, Hoegen et al[26] examined how
conversational matching impacts the trust of virtual agents. They define conversational matching
as emulating one of two possible conversational styles that the user may have: high involvement
or high consideration. The conceptual definition is that high involvement users emphasize
interpersonal involvement and interest, speaking faster and loudly, and have fewer pauses and
more overlap with their conversational partner. High consideration users emphasize
consideration and independence and have longer pauses and hesitations. The technical
definitions measure things such as personal pronoun usage, word repetition, speech rate, pauses,
pitch, loudness shifts, and story framing.
For the study, they recruited 30 participants, half female with a mean age of 32, 24 of whom
have experience with virtual agents. 15 were in a matching virtual agent experiment and 15 were
in a non-matching control. After the study, they filled out a survey which collected information
about their personality and measured trust with the virtual agent. Due to this being after the
experiment, the participants of high involvement and high consideration personalities were not
evenly split between the experiment and control groups. During the task, they had to discuss five
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topics, including scheduling a lunch meeting, talking about hobbies, planning a trip to London,
organizing a party, and talking about movies. The average conversation lasted 18 minutes.
The virtual agent itself is composed of three neural networks and seven other pieces of software.
The end result was still buggy, something they point out as a severe limitation. It actively
recorded the participants' conversation and measured the variables used to determine high
consideration or high involvement alignment, and then used a speech generator to recreate that
alignment within itself.
Results of the study indicate that high consideration participants were sensitive to the matching
of the virtual assistant. They rated the trustworthiness of the matching agent higher and the
control agent lower. On the other hand, the high involvement participants rated both virtually the
same. Although other personality scores were measured, none had any significant correlation
with anything. The authors conclude that a high consideration virtual assistant would have the
highest net profit of trust between the two types.
Matching personalities might only impact human behaviour conditionally, according to one 2004
study. Katira et al[27] looked at what factors yielded maximum compatibility between student
partner pairs in three programming classes. The three classes looked at were an introductory
course, not necessarily of computer science majors (n = 1003), a fourth year software
engineering course (n = 496), and a graduate object oriented programming course (n = 64).
The authors looked at four different factors, though not necessarily in all classes. They looked at
Myers-Briggs personality type in the introductory and software engineering course, the skill
level and perceived skill level in all three courses, and the self-esteem of students in the
introductory course only.
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Without regard to any matching factors, students rated their randomly assigned partners as very
compatible, not compatible, or okay. The students in the first year, fourth year, and graduate
courses rated 63%, 65%, and 72% of partners as very compatible, respectively. They rated 11%,
8%, and 9% incompatible, respectively. The rest were okay. This indicates that by default, most
pairs are at least functional.
When assigned partners based on MBTI personality, students in the software engineering course
rated their partners very similarly regardless of personality, with only a 1% difference favouring
similar personalities. In the first year course, 61% of similar personalities were very compatible
while 73% of unmatched personalities were very compatible. 13% of matched personalities were
not compatible and 8% of unmatched personalities were not compatible.
Exact numbers were not given for the actual skill level. Pairings were matched by midterm
scores, and the authors state that there was only a correlation for graduate students (p < 0.037).
For perceived technical competence, partners rated their partner as better, weaker, or the same. In
almost every course, partners who felt their partner were weaker were not very compatible
(27-34% very compatible, 16-27% not compatible). Students who were better or the same scored
higher, with the same being a slightly higher percent in the first and fourth year courses. Students
with similar self-esteem had a weak negative correlation for compatibility.
In conclusion, the authors believe unmatched personalities are better off at lower skill levels and
matched personalities are better off at higher skill levels. Similar perceived competence
maximizes compatibility whereas similar actual competence has less of an effect. Self-esteem
does not have much of an effect on compatibility.
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The extent of whether personalities should be similar or complementary is not entirely clear,
though research suggests different traits are better similar, while others are better
complementary. In a 1999 study, Neuman, Wagner, and Christiansen[28] sought to find what
personality traits make a team more successful. They looked at two factors for success, the mean
personality values of the team as well as whether the team's personalities were homogenous or
not. For this study they used the Big Five inventory, which looked at conscientiousness,
agreeableness, openness, extraversion, and neuroticism.
For the study, they gathered 328 employees across an anonymous franchise's various outlets.
Teams were formed of four employees each and given responsibility across all tasks in a
department. All employees were trained and had discussion meetings. Each employee was given
a personality test of the Big Five, using two inventories and averaging the results for each
participant. Team success was measured through rating of customer service and a rating of task
completion. The authors then measured a variety of numbers, looking at things such as chi
squares and regression curves, and reached some conclusions.
Each of the Big Five traits contributed to team success, but whether team success was boosted
through team mean or through composition depended on each trait. For conscientiousness,
agreeableness, and openness, the team mean was an indicator of success, and higher in these
traits was always better. Extraversion and neuroticism had the highest success when the team
was more diverse. The authors theorize this has to do with leadership roles, and too similar in
these traits would lead to too many or too few leaders. When comparing personalities overall
including all five traits, overall complementary teams had higher performance than similar
teams. The best team, however, uses magnitude of three of the traits and similarity of the other
two.
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A potential limitation of this study that the authors can think of is that these results may change
depending on the type of task that is being done; a programming team may benefit from a
different set of personality traits than a customer service team. Overall, however, it seems to be a
good indication that team success through similar or different personalities is not entirely
clear-cut.
It is important for a virtual assistant to convey what functions it is capable of. While traditional
digital interfaces visually convey their functions through buttons, it can be more challenging to
guess what any given virtual assistant can do. In this 2019 study, Li and Yanagisawa[29] looked
to distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for virtual assistants. For the study, they
recruited 6 students at the University of Tokyo to interact with an Amazon Echo, with a
requirement that none of them have virtual assistant experience already. The Echo itself was
fake, and the responses were streamed using an Alexa Simulator. The authors hypothesized that
flow experience would also apply to virtual assistants. That is, a virtual assistant should not be
too challenging to use, but have some level of uncertainty. The authors believe that this small
amount of uncertainty would lead to greater expectations than knowing the true extent of the
virtual assistant's capabilities.
The study divided participants into two groups, small and large uncertainty. Additionally, there
were two Alexa personalities, a high and low expectation variant. Both variants could do simple
tasks, but the high expectation Alexa could additionally do connective tasks and memorize
variables. Participants were given a list of tasks that they were to do with their Alexa, followed
by a free choice period wherein they could do whatever they wished. The groups were
counterbalanced such that they would experience the other virtual assistant after. After working
with the Alexa, the participants would fill out an inventory of questions using a 7-point Likert
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scale in five categories: Interest and Enjoyment, Relatedness, Capability or Intelligence,
Anthropomorphous Features, and Interface Transparency. They define interface transparency as
how close the mental model is to how the virtual assistant functions.
Ultimately, there was no significant correlation between the expectation variants and the level of
uncertainty the participant had with the assistant, when measured by the questionnaire. The
authors also measured the amount of free choice interactions the participant had, as well as the
number of times they retried a failed task. Only two participants did extra activities, one from
each group. Two participants retried failed tasks, both from the large uncertainty group. Three of
the four optional interactions were in the large uncertainty group. Interface transparency was
significantly higher for the high expectation group.
The authors cite their greatest weakness as the low number of participants they could find who
had no virtual assistant experience. The results indicate that the more capability the virtual
assistant shows itself doing, the more the mental model reflects how it functions. There were no
significant results with regard to intrinsic or extrinsic motivation.
Even with all other factors desirable, a virtual assistant could be shunned simply because it talks
too much unprompted. In this 2020 study, Schmidt, Minker, and Werner[30] investigated the
cognitive load and desirability of a proactive and reactive virtual assistant in the context of
driving. For this study, they recruited 42 participants with an average age of 44. Participants
were either assigned a proactive or reactive assistant, where the proactive assistant suggested
breaks, faster routes, the news, parking recommendations, refueling reminders, and
appointments. The reactive assistant only spoke when asked to. Both groups went through high
and low traffic scenarios.
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The experiment itself consisted of a Wizard of Oz simulator, as the experimenters believed that
with an unknown cognitive load it would be too dangerous to attempt in the wild.
Appearance-wise, the simulation was the inside of a Mercedes-Benz. A 180° wide screen was
used to simulate the windshield. The screen displayed a traffic simulation game where the traffic
itself was generated by a neural network, varying between 10 cars per kilometer (low traffic) and
40 cars per kilometer (high traffic). The participant was instructed to drive at 110km/h and not
pass the car in front of them; at that speed, it would take a full minute to catch up to the car in
front of them. The participant was checked on regularly for motion sickness.
Before the experiment, the participants gave their demographic information including the
number of lifetime kilometers driven; the authors sought to balance the participants to have both
high and low experience levels with driving. After finishing the driving simulation, the virtual
assistant switched from a female one (simulating an existing car assistant) to a male one (which
tried to present itself as a co-experimenter). The male one then asked a series of questions to
determine both enjoyment and cognitive load, as well as preference questions. The participant
wore a wristband that captured their responses and relayed it to the experimenters.
The participants were asked Likert questions on how fun or boring the assistant was, as well as
how useful it was and how tense they were. In both cases the assistant was rated positively for
fun and negatively for boring and tenseness. Although both were rated useful, the proactive
assistant was regarded as remarkably or extremely useful. Based on questionnaire answers, the
cognitive load was measured the same across both assistants and traffic levels; however, the
response time to the proactive assistant was significantly faster. Of all the tasks the virtual
assistant offered, all were rated as desirable, except for the news. The most desirable task was
rerouting for a faster route.
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Overall, the authors feel they proved that the cognitive load for both virtual assistants were safe
in the wild. Additionally, participants indicated that they greatly enjoy the proactive assistant; on
top of the "extremely useful" average rating, only 3 indicated that they did not want it in their
vehicle at all. 4 participants suggested never being allowed to turn it off, while everyone else said
they desired a toggle to turn it on or off. The authors believe that their next step would be to test
the assistants in real traffic.
One study decided to ask users bluntly what type of personality they’d like their virtual assistant
to have. In a 2020 study, Völkel, Kempf, and Hussmann[31] looked into what users want in an
ideal virtual assistant personality. They hypothesized that a personality customised to each user
would be more well received than a one-size-fits-all personality. Their literature review revealed
conflicting results of whether the personality should imitate or complement a user; as such, they
wanted to see if something entirely unique to each person would be well received. For this study
they recruited 26 participants with an average age of 26 and average driving experience of 8
years; 16 had used virtual assistants before, and all had heard of them before.
For the experiment, the participants first gave their demographic information and then filled out
a Big Five questionnaire about themselves. They were then given several scenarios. In each
scenario, the virtual assistant was a car assistant. Every scenario, they were given a script of a
user interacting with their assistant. The user's prompts were already filled out, but the
participant had to fill in the blank of the virtual assistant's response with what they found to be
their most ideal assistant; they were told that there were no technological limitations and this
would be the assistant in their ideal world.
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Each of the scenarios fell into three groups: making a call, navigating a road, or looking for a
restaurant. They were designed to be in either a functional or a social category; for example, a
functional call prompt simply had the user asking to make the call. The social call prompt had
the virtual assistant initiate, suggesting that the user has not called their mother in a while. The
user would respond, and the virtual assistant would respond back. The functional navigation
simply had them instructing directions, but the social scenario involved a lone person on a four
hour drive. A functional restaurant scenario was asking for a nearby restaurant. A social scenario
has the user asking to locate a McDonald's, and the virtual assistant is aware that they frequent
McDonald's very often.
Overall, there was only one significant correlation between Big Five personality and ideal virtual
assistant responses; there was a correlation between a user's Openness trait and whether or not
their ideal virtual assistant gave judging remarks or not. There was very little variation in the
responses to the functional scenarios. In terms of social scenarios, the virtual assistant responses
varied widely. In the call scenario, 18 participants elected to point out that the user did not call
their mother, while 13 made remarks about the mother. In the navigation scenario, only 9 had the
virtual assistant make conversation; the topics varied widely. In the restaurant scenario, 17
participants made remarks about going to McDonald's too much, with some being particularly
judging or sassy.
The authors conclude that for functional purposes, personality does not need any customisation.
For social purposes, people want a wide range of things, thus encouraging customisation;
however, there was very little indicator what these things could be based on within the user's
own personality. They encourage the car UI community to consider this in the future.
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Users have different preferences in both gender and personality of their virtual assistants, leaning
towards submissive virtual assistants. In a 2018 study, Ma, Yang, and Fung[32] looked to see the
perceived emotional intelligence of three virtual agent types and the impact of this on
impressions of certain qualities. The study was broken into two parts which each had a different
participant base. The virtual agent itself was a 2D female medical agent, and the three
personalities were robotic, dominant, and submissive.
For the first part of the experiment, they made a generic virtual assistant. They then recruited 123
participants locally, and asked them to interact with the virtual assistant freely. Afterwards, they
analyzed the interactions for issues the assistant had, which they called "challenges". 36% of
participants challenged the virtual assistant. Of these challenges, 33% were sexual harassment,
9% was user evasion (such as saying “uh” and nothing else), 14% were insults, and the rest was
uninterpretable garbage.
After analyzing these challenges, they provided responses to three of the challenge types, each in
the three personality types. They then did a pilot study and asked participants to do the three
types of challenges, but asking participants to sexually harass the virtual agent did not go well as
it made them uncomfortable. As a result, they got one actor to go through all of the scenarios and
did a second study with 36 participants where the participants watch a video of the man
interacting with the different personality types. All participants saw all types in different orders,
and then rated the emotional intelligence of each.
The categories rated included intelligence, emotional intelligence, policy effectiveness on
handling issues, empathy conveyance, the virtual agent perceiving user emotions, the virtual
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agent utilizing their emotions for their own benefit, the virtual agent understanding nuances in
their own emotions, as well as managing their own emotions; each of these had subcategories. In
almost every case, the submissive personality was scored far higher than dominant, which was
scored far higher than robotic. Exceptions include utilizing sad emotions, where all three were
even and robotic was unusually high, and describing their own emotions where robotic was the
highest. Of the notable subcategories where submissive did well, people believed the submissive
personality was more trustworthy for decisions, influence, advice, and openness.
The authors believe there was a limitation in that it was a) a medical professional agent and b) a
female. They think that expectations of these two demographics might have contributed to the
desirability of the submissiveness personality; however, their literature sources imply it's a
quality desirable in virtual agents in general.

2.6 Virtual Assistant Gender and Language
A very important aspect to consider for virtual assistants is gender. In a 2019 study, Toader et
al[33] investigated whether gender and proneness to error impact a virtual assistant's trustability.
For this study, they recruited 240 Americans, equally divided into four conditions: female and
error-prone, male and error-prone, female and not error-prone, or male and not error-prone.
To create the virtual assistant, they used a static image of a white blond person for one gender
and then applied a Photoshop gender-flipping filter to create the other gender. The virtual
assistant staffed a mock sportswear store. They were voiced by IBM Watson and had a delay
with each response to appear more "human". Upon entering the store, the participants filled out a
questionnaire of their gender and preferences. Error-prone virtual assistants would make
suggestions of items for the other gender or colours that contrast with the preferred colour.
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When using the virtual assistant, the participant was given a series of instructions on what to ask
or say to it. If the participants veered off-course, the virtual assistant would steer them back to
the topic at hand. How personally open the participants were with the virtual assistant was
tracked. When they were finished with their tasks, the participants then did a survey on their
experiences with the virtual assistant using numerous pre-defined inventories. This survey
measured several items about how anthropomorphic the assistant was, their social presence, their
competence, how trustworthy they are, how likely they would buy something for real, and how
warm the assistant was.
After evaluating all of the responses, the researchers found nothing significant in most categories
except a select few. Surprisingly, in all categories the female was rated better, including
competence. The female assistant was also forgiven more frequently than the male assistant. This
contradicts with older research that suggested female virtual assistants were regarded as less
competent. Error-prone assistants had significantly lower trust scores than the not error-prone
assistants. Gender was irrelevant for this. Error-free female assistants would yield significantly
more purchase intentions than the three other scenarios. The authors conclude that gender and
error-proneness are both important areas to look at, but, unlike their hypothesis, that they are
independent.
One possible reason female virtual assistants are seen as better assistants may be the language
that they use. In a 2019 study, Habler, Schwind, and Henze[34] compared the gender and
language of a virtual assistant's voice to see which had a bigger impact on the user. They were
inspired by a literature base that says things such as male voices come across as more valid, but
also authoritarian, while female voices are less valid but seen as helping the user to accomplish
independent achievement. The authors believe the choice of language is more important than the
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gender of the voice, and chose to do a 2x2 experiment with "low status" and "high status"
language, and both voices. They noted how feminine language has similarities with language
used by lower-class people, as well as people with depression, hence the terms low and high
status.
The authors found supporting literature which broke down the language, finding things such as
that these low status groups use smaller words and more pronouns and verbs. Using this
information, they then formulated two responses to everything, one low status and one high
status. It should be noted that the authors and their experiment were in German, and translated
for the paper. For each experiment, each of 24 participants interacted with all four virtual
assistants in different orders. Virtual assistants were voiced using Amazon Polly. They were then
given typical tasks, such as searching for their local weather and looking for music.
After the experiment was done, each participant filled out a questionnaire. They measured how
they performed on a six item scale, customer satisfaction on a ten item scale, and questions about
the virtual assistant's personality on a ten item scale. For achieved performance, both low status
virtual assistants made the participant feel more achieved. There was not a significant difference
between the low status male and female. There was no significant difference in customer
satisfaction across all four. The personality scale measured hedonic, pragmatic, and attractive
traits. For all four, the low status voices were highest, with no significant difference between
genders. In some of these cases of no significant difference, male was higher in some
(satisfaction, hedonic, and attractive) and female higher in the others (achievement and
pragmatic).
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The authors conclude that language is more important than the gender of a voice, with no
particular gender being better; even on a non-significant level, they have their pros and cons.
This study indicates that, while a female voice can be used, care still needs to be taken with the
language spoken.
Gendered language has been explored in previous studies. In a 2008 study, Newman et al[35]
investigated the differences in gendered language. For the study, they obtained 500 000 pieces of
text from various sources, accumulated over twenty-two years. After reducing only to pieces of
text with a confirmed age and gender of the author, and combining works of the same context by
the same author, they were left with 14 324 pieces of text from over 70 sources (8353 authors
were female). Text samples came in the categories of emotion, time management, stream of
consciousness, fiction, inkblot analysis, exams, and conversation. The emotion category
consisted of conversational transcripts of people describing their trauma. Time management
referred to writings where people described their own time management abilities. Stream of
consciousness consisted of assignments from ten psychology courses. Fiction consisted entirely
of novels from 1996.
Using a custom piece of software, the authors analyzed all of the text across 74 dimensions. Most
of these 74 dimensions were essentially tagged words, such as positive words, swear words, long
words, and so forth. A smaller number of dimensions were grammatical categories, such as the
use of articles. They noted that while sarcasm is typically an issue, their software was accurate
over 90% of the time regarding sarcasm. Filler words (e.g., “uh”, “um”) were omitted.
Initially, there were eleven dimensions with a significant difference between genders. When
controlled for age, however, six of them lost their significance; these categories were
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second-person pronouns, total cognitive words, discrepancies, hedge verb phrases, motion verbs,
and metaphysical references. The remaining significant differences included long words, the use
of articles, swear words, social words, and pronouns. The largest differences were found in
fiction writing, conversation, and exams; emotional writing and time management had the largest
difference in social process words. In conversations, men used significantly more negations,
negative emotion words, present-tense verbs, and references to leisure activities. While men
typically dominated with numerical use, in conversation women used numbers more often. There
was no difference between the genders of the use of question marks, word count, first-person
plural, anger, time, space, and sexuality.
The authors conclude that there are five notable categories where the genders primarily differ,
and that these differences may change in a written and conversational context. They do not make
assumptions on why these differences are in place.
As gender and status have been compared for language use, research on status and language
provides insight. In this 2014 study, Kacewicz et al[36] did a meta-analysis of five other studies
to look more closely at pronoun choices among those of different statuses. The five studies
involved included a group task-oriented study in-person, a group task-oriented study online, a
get-to-know-you study, an analysis of emails, and exchanged letters between Iraqi military.
The first study (n=164, 95 female) was divided into 41 four-person groups, who were told they
were to improve the customer service of a fictitious company. A survey was given to determine
who had the most leader qualities, and then the survey was thrown out and the leader was chosen
randomly. They had half an hour to work on the task, which was recorded and transcribed
digitally.
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The second study (n=112, 56 female) was similar. Groups were of four to six people of the same
gender, who worked on an unspecified task. At the end, each person rated how much they
controlled the conversation on a scale of 1 to 7. All ratings were consistent with each other. The
third study (n=100, 50 female) had the participants paired with someone of the same gender, who
then did a "get to know you" interaction. A similar conversation-controlling question was asked,
and the results were similar. This was also transcribed digitally.
The fourth study (n=9, 4 female) gathered people of different statuses (student to faculty) and
asked them to provide emails with at least ten different people that they sent at least ten emails to
each, as well as their relationship with the person. At least ten emails each were provided for 127
correspondents. The fifth study gathered 40 letters, 20 from high-status to low-status and 20 the
other way around, from the American cache of Iraqi correspondence from 2003. These were
translated to English.
In all studies but the fourth, there was a significant correlation between being high-status and the
use of "we", or low-status and the use of "I". This continued to be true even in the third study
with no apparent status, but only conversational control. The fourth study was similar but only
had a non-significant correlation. Additionally, in the authors' literature base, one cited study
also indicates that those of low status also use tag questions, intensifiers, hedges, and hesitation
forms with more frequency. The authors believe this is evidence that word usage correlates with
status, but think emails may be an exception.
Calculating the precise formula can be useful in determining how to write a virtual assistant’s
dialogue relative to other virtual assistants. One factor to look into is formality, a key indicator of
status. In a 1999 study, Heylighen and Dewaele[37] sought to delineate the formality of speech.
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They started off by describing what formal speech actually is. The primary purpose of formal
speech is to minimize misunderstandings and increase clarity. This is why it is often used in
written works: without the ability to leverage facial expressions and body language, the
opportunity for misconstrual increases, and as such written works benefit from formal language.
Similarly, formal language is used in places that have a potentially wide audience; this might be
politicians, or people we're simply not close with. Harder words are more often seen in formal
language because they tend to carry more implications with them that increase their specificity.
The biggest disadvantage to formal language is that it carries a higher cognitive load to both use
and understand.
Informal language (what the authors call "deictic") has its own benefits. "Deictic" is defined as
being context-dependent, and that's what informal language is. Though the potential audience is
smaller, it is easier and faster to express in informal language. It is also regarded as more
interactive and responsive than formal language. With these things in mind, the authors devised a
formula to measure formality on a scale of 0 to 100:
F = (noun frequency + adjective freq. + preposition freq. + article freq. – pronoun freq.– verb
freq. – adverb freq. – interjection freq. + 100)/2

With this formula, they then looked at several things. Most of the data supported the previous
studies looked at; women, for example, were less formal than men. Scientific papers were among
the highest formal documents, only below newspapers, whereas magazines were lower.
Additionally, those who held a degree had a formality score notably higher than those without a
degree. Introverts were significantly more formal than extraverts, who leaned more informal.
The authors conclude that the three biggest factors that contribute to formality are gender,
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introversion, and education. The study confirms previous studies, but also has implications that a
virtual assistant with formal language in just text may be perceived differently than one in voice.

2.7 Emotion and the Virtual Assistant
Humans interact with robots as though they are living creatures, and form emotional
relationships with them. In this 2006 study by Kerepesi et al[38], the authors looked to see
whether a robotic dog receives just as much affection as a real dog (to which the authors refer to
as dog puppy). For this study, the robot was a Sony AIBO circa 2006, and dog puppy was a
five-month old Cairn Terrier of the same size. There were 56 participants, exactly half of which
were female. They were divided into four groups. One group was composed of elementary
school children who played with the robot, while another elementary school group played with
dog puppy.
The other two groups were composed of university students, one group with the robot and the
other with dog puppy. Each group was composed of seven females and males. The handler of
dog puppy was the same age as the participants, and the room participants played in was one that
was familiar to them. Distribution of dog owners to non-dog owners was equal across groups.
During the experiment, participants were told they could play with the companion for five
minutes, with no particular instructions or restrictions. They were told that both the robot and
dog puppy enjoyed pets, as well as playing with a ball within the area. Their play time was then
recorded and later analyzed for things such as time spent petting, how often they looked at the
dog, how often the companion lied down, and so forth.
Ultimately, between both the robot and dog puppy, and between genders and age groups, there
were no significant differences in most activities, as people spent the same amount of time on
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average with both the robot and dog puppy across age groups. Only in one activity was there a
significant difference; dog puppy had less latency in retrieving the ball than the robot. The
authors believe that this can be explained by dog puppy being smarter than the robot and spotting
the ball faster.
These results support the authors' hypothesis that humans interact with both real and robotic
animals the same. This supports their literature base that humans form similar relationships with
robots and real pets, and welcome robots as part of the family.
Depending on what task users expect of virtual assistants, a user’s mood can directly impact their
trust. In a 2018 study, Saadaoui, El Harbi, and Ibanez[39] sought to determine whether emotions
have an impact on how much trust people place on others. They gathered 360 participants to play
trust games with each other for a monetary reward.
Before the tests, the participants were conditioned using the International Affective Picture
System into categories of positive emotion, negative emotion, and neutral emotion by watching
slideshows of imagery of varying emotion. Their feelings were later measured.
As well as trust, participants' risk-adversity and ambiguity-adversity were measured through a
lottery style game. Risk was defined as participating with known odds, while ambiguity was
defined as participating with unknown odds. Participants played in a risky lottery and an
ambiguous lottery, and had the option of switching to a low but certain outcome. Their risk- and
ambiguity-adversity was measured by how quickly or slowly they switched.
For the trust game, participants were placed either in a "safe" game where the only risk was the
other person, or a "risky" game. In the safe game, the first person made a wager, and the second
participant received double. The second participant then returned an amount of their choice to
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the first participant. In the "risky" game, the first participant made a wager, and there was a 50%
chance it stayed the same, and a 50% chance it tripled. The second participant then decided what
to return without knowing what the original wager was.
For the lottery game, approximately 48% of the positive participants were risk prone, while 38%
of negative participants were risk prone and the no emotion group was in-between. Ambiguity
seekers had a smaller range with 23% for no emotions and 26% for both positive and negative
emotions. For the safe trust game, the no emotion group wagered 1.983 monetary units and
returned 1.566. Negative emotions wagered 1.866 and returned 1.366. Positive emotions
wagered 1.483 and gave 1.366. For the risky group, the results were very similar except for the
positive emotion, which was 2 units wagered and 0.95 returned.
The authors conclude that under the influence of positive emotions, people are more risky in
automated systems but less trusting of people, whereas under negative emotions they are less
risky but more trusting. This may influence virtual assistant trust depending on the task expected
of the virtual assistant and the assistant's demeanor. Of course, deliberately making a user have
negative emotions is not desirable, but a user that is happy may be more open to what are
perceived as “risky tasks” such as having the virtual assistant make appointments for them.
In scenarios where something unrelated to the virtual assistant is already unpleasurable, a virtual
assistant either adds or detracts from the experience. In a 2006 study, Jaksic et al[40] sought to
evaluate how a virtual agent would add or take away from a user's frustration of using a
problem-laden website. In the experiment, they created a fake furniture shopping website along
with an accompanying virtual agent. The users were asked to buy ten items from at least seven
different categories. The images were deliberately low resolution and the descriptions brief and
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uninformative; the virtual agent would supplement this information using audio clips. There
were two tests, and each had a control and an experiment group.
In both tests, the control group had a regular virtual agent that responded based upon what was
on the page. In contrast, the experimental group was subject to a Wizard of Oz system where the
tester would watch the user's facial expressions and play pre-recorded audio clips in response to
negative or positive emotions. Negative clips included "I apologize if you are having troubles.
Please be patient as we continue to improve our site." and "Sorry if you’re having troubles. I
suggest writing the problem in the feedback form and moving on." Positive responses included "I
hope you're having a good time!" and "Looks like you're enjoying the shopping!".
The tests were split into "high frustration" and "moderate frustration." In the high frustration
trials, many products could not be purchased and there were several broken links. In the
moderate frustration trial, the bugs were confined to one category and there was only one broken
link. Unintentionally, there was a bug in Internet explorer where the cart would empty itself upon
payment and then never accept items again. This created a favourable reaction so they decided to
leave it in as a feature in the high frustration trial.
The users were asked to indicate their frustration from 1 to 5, with 1 being not frustrated and 5
being very frustrated. For high frustration, the experimental group rated 4.3 and the control
group 3.2; in moderate frustration, the experimental group rated 3.0 while the control group rated
2.1. They were then asked to rate how the virtual agent affected their mood, with 1 being reduced
frustration, 3 doing nothing, and 5 being added to frustration. The high frustration group rated
3.5 (not broken down), while the moderate frustration control group rated 3.1 and the
experimental group rated 1.7. After correlating the number of facial-triggered phrases with the
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user's frustration, they found a positive correlation between how many times the agent responded
to their expression and the reduction in frustration. In some of the comments, the users indicated
that the facial movements were annoying. These results indicate that virtual assistants, if poorly
done, detract from the user experience; but when done right, they alleviate frustrations.
The users were then asked if they would enjoy seeing virtual agents in other shopping websites.
44% said yes, 34% said no, and 22% were neutral. They then ranked various other types of
websites from 1 to 5, revealing that of the given categories, virtual assistants provide the most
usefulness as a language learning partner. Due to the high discrepancy between users who want
and do not want virtual assistants, their presence being optional may be desirable.
A previous study wanted to see if users could tell human and virtual assistant-generated emotions
apart, when both embodied in the same avatar. In 2020, Chubarov et al[41] wanted to try out an
"emotional Turing test" between two virtual assistants. Their long term goal is to create a virtual
assistant which can see the viewer, and respond to the viewer's emotions appropriately. For the
experiment, they wanted to test whether a computer's selected emotions would be
indistinguishable from a human's chosen emotions.
To achieve this, they created a scene in Unity where two identical 3D women sat on chairs. They
acquired a short but emotional story in Russian about a man whose two sons died, and ran each
sentence through a Russian sentiment analysis script. There were 14 sentences in total. The
calculated emotions were the virtual assistant's chosen emotions for that sentence. Every
sentence, one of the two women would randomly be the virtual assistant, while one would be a
real human. The human was tracked with an unspecified iOS device that used ARKit to track
their facial expression and reproduce it on the other 3D woman. It is noted that their expressions
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were typically different. The participant viewed the scene in VR. Each sentence would be read
off by a narrator, and each of the two women would then display their corresponding emotional
reaction. The participant would then choose which woman was the human by pressing the left or
right trigger.
For the experiment, they recruited 16 volunteers in the age range of 18-22 (3 female) from the
local student population. After the experiment, it was found that 52% of the guesses were
correct, and 48% incorrect. This did not change by whether the human was on the left or right.
The authors state that this is not a significant difference, and come to the conclusion that this
sentiment analysis passes the Turing test.
The authors believe that this is one step in a greater program, where a virtual assistant processes
user input and reacts in an appropriate and believable emotion. The weakness of the study is its
general lack of participants. There may have also been issues with the 3D model, and whatever
limitations were imposed on the human emotions. Overall, this research implies that people
cannot tell the difference between human and robotic emotions, and likely judge based on the
quality of the avatar itself.
If a virtual assistant conveys emotion, such as if they have an avatar, it’s important for the
emotion to be correct for the situation and believable; otherwise, it can impact a user’s
perception of the virtual assistant. In a 2010 study, Niewiadomski, Demeure, and Pelachaud[42]
sought to find out how emotional expression impacts a virtual agent's believability, warmth, and
competence. The experiment was composed of two parts, one of which was to establish the
appropriateness of emotions, and the other of which was to establish whether or not those
emotions conveyed believability, warmth, and competence.
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Both experiments used the same system and resources, but looked at different responses. For the
experiments, participants were placed in either a "user-centered" group or "task-centered" group.
Both groups were given a story, followed by a sequence of videos. The user-centered group was
told that they had just bought a computer and decided to play a game. The virtual agent
explained the rules and gave advice, but the player lost. The task-centered group was told that
they opened a document for work, and the virtual agent helped to explain the tool. After
working, they open the game and lose.
The group that was tested on believability, competence, and warmth (n = 104, 33 male, mean age
29.3, recruited online) were then shown the virtual agent's reaction after the participant's defeat.
The virtual agent would either be happy, sad, show fear, or display no emotion at all.
Additionally, a video at the end had the virtual assistant ask if the user was sure they wanted to
quit, and the participants were asked what this means. The other group (n=40), which was tested
on appropriateness and plausibility of the response, watched similar videos but with a human
being.
Responses were scored similarly across user-centered and task-centered groups. The neutral
response was considered neither appropriate or not appropriate, and plausible. It scored the
lowest for competence, warmth, and believability. Sadness was considered acceptable and
plausible, and had the highest competence, warmth, and believability. Happiness was considered
not appropriate and plausible, and had the second lowest warmth, competence, and believability.
Fear was regarded as neither appropriate nor plausible, but had a higher warmth, competence,
and believability than happiness. When asked about quitting the program, the participants said
the question was not a verification, but that the virtual assistant was asking the user to not quit.
The authors conclude that confirmation coming from a virtual assistant is treated more like if the
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sentence came from a human rather than like a computer. Additionally, a non-plausible
inappropriate emotion is more well-received than an otherwise plausible inappropriate emotion.
Appropriate display of emotions maximizes the perceived confidence and believability of the
virtual assistant.
A virtual assistant’s emotions are not conveyed only through facial expressions, but through
voice as well. In a 2019 study by Torre, Goslin, and White[43], the authors evaluate whether a
voice which sounds as though it is smiling elicits higher trust than a neutral voice. The authors
recruited 110 British residents who were to play an investment game with a virtual assistant.
To record the virtual assistant's lines, the authors recruited four female voice actresses. Two of
these had a Birmingham accent, while two had a Standard Southern British English accent. Each
voice actress did four recordings: one mean twenty-sentence block, and one generous
twenty-sentence block, each in a neutral and a smiling voice. To make absolutely certain the
voice was a smiling voice, they hired a professionally trained phonetician to be present during
recording. While the actresses recorded, they were shown a specially curated selection of funny
videos while the phonetician watched them carefully. If they ever broke their smile, laughed, or
did not smile correctly, the phonetician would ask them to record again. These recordings were
then analyzed for sufficiency before use.
For the study itself, the participants played an investment game where the virtual assistant would
always receive triple the player's investment, but would give back 0-120% back if they were
mean, or 120% to 240% back if they were generous. The exact numbers were fixed but changed
between rounds; that is, each participant witnessed the same sequence of returns. The disposition
of the virtual assistant was, however, different between participants; each played two games,
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either both with the same disposition or one of each. After the game, the participants filled out a
survey with several Likert scales to determine trust, as well as how happy they thought the voice
was and how much they liked it.
Ultimately, the smiling voice yielded more investment when looked at for all variables. There
was no significant dependency on any other variables. When looking at other variables, males
invested significantly more than females for the generous voice, but significantly less than
females for the mean voice. People accurately assessed that the smiling voice was significantly
happier than the neutral voice. The happiness of the voice did not impact whether people liked
the voice itself or not as much as whether the assistant had a mean or generous disposition. The
authors attribute this to the halo effect.
In both the investment results and Likert-rated trustworthiness questions, participants trusted the
smiling voice significantly more overall. This is consistent with existing psychological research
that says people like to interact with smiling people more.
Warmth in voice directly impacts how people interacted with a robot who needed assistance. In a
2020 study, Hoffmann, Derksen, and Kopp[44] look into how language style and errors interact
with each other to impact robot trust. The authors gathered 81 participants to go shopping with a
robot, Pepper. The experiment was a 2x2 between-subjects trial where the two variables were
machine language/human language, and erroneous/error-free.
Pepper would request eight items throughout the trip, and afterwards, the participants would fill
out a survey. In the machine language variant, Pepper would speak with programmer language,
specifying item numbers and concise instructions. In the human language variant, Pepper would
use expressions and give opinions on each item requested, using full sentences. In the error-free
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version, Pepper would bring the participants to the cashier and check out. In the erroneous
version, he would drop his basket and either request to start over (human language) or give an
error number and reboot (robotic language). Regardless of reaction, the trial would end and the
participants would fill out a survey.
In the survey, they filled out numerous questions pertaining to pity, likability, trust, competence,
warmth, and intention to use. The authors found that there was minimal pity in all scenarios with
no significant differences. Perceived warmth was higher in the human language scenario.
Perceived competence was low in the erroneous machine language robot, but high in all other
scenarios. The error-free machine language robot was more likable than the erroneous one, but
error status was irrelevant for the human language robot. Trust's results were very similar. Of the
41 participants who had the erroneous robot, only 3 declined to help it when it dropped its
basket, all three of which rated the robot as cold. The error-free human-like robot was the one
participants were most likely to use again, but not significantly higher than the erroneous
human-like robot.
The authors conclude that human-like language can make up for the damage to trust and
likability that happens when errors occur, as in most of the results, while there was a significant
difference between the erroneous and the error-free machine language Pepper, there was none
between the erroneous and the error-free human-like Pepper. Although this is a robot, due to the
variables measured being software-focused, its results may be relevant to virtual assistants as
well.
Virtual assistants are not only useful for simple administrational tasks, but also to act as a
companion. In 2020 Sheerman et al[45] look at the relevance of virtual assistants in the age of
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COVID-19, and consider the pros and cons of their use relative to the problems we face today.
In particular, the authors look at the elderly and their unique challenges. The most prominent
problem that is mentioned is the one of loneliness and self-isolation. As socialization has been
said to improve the lives of the elderly, self-isolation can be seen as detrimental. Even the elderly
who are regularly confined to their rooms get some human connection by looking out their
windows and "self-narrating"; however, if people are staying inside, even this is reduced. The
authors then cite the human connection we feel with digital assistants as one possible solution.
The authors note that virtual assistants are suitable for the elderly for other reasons. Compared to
other form factors, home virtual assistants require minimal learning and boot up time. A list of
phrases that can be used can be written down and given to the owner of the virtual assistant to
assist them. This enables the user with easy access to technological services such as the news and
ways to connect to family and friends.
Another consideration the authors have is disabilities. A virtual assistant is very useful for the
elderly who have visual and physical impairments when compared to screen-based form factors.
On the other hand, it is not such a good option for those elderly with hearing or speech
impairments.
A COVID-specific consideration is the virtual assistant's connection to IoT. A virtual assistant
set up to a doorbell and communication system allows for a user to communicate with people at
the door without any contact, thereby removing one more risk factor for this high-risk
demographic. On the other hand, the authors have concerns about the security and privacy of
virtual assistants, citing three privacy breaches that occurred in the last twelve months.
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The authors conclude that virtual assistants would be very useful for this demographic in an age
of extended social distancing. They believe, however, that security and privacy concerns
outweigh the usefulness of the devices and that they are not yet ready. With some adjustments to
the devices and laws, virtual assistants would be a prime candidate in these times.
If virtual assistants are to be companions for the elderly, how the elderly learn how to use
technology is a factor in their design. In a 2018 meta-analysis, Hauk, Hüffmeier, and Krumm[46]
looked to various studies to evaluate hypotheses on the elderly and technology. There were 144
studies involving 76021 participants ranging from 1989 to 2018. Their hypotheses included one
that suggested that the elderly are less likely to adopt technology, and the other hypothesis was
that this adoption reluctance is due to irrelevance more than a physical or mental impairment
preventing them (at least, on average).
After performing various statistical measures such as correcting for measurement errors on the
wide range of data, they analyzed the data. Indeed, the data was there to support their hypothesis
that the elderly are reluctant to pick up technology. Of interest is this trend over time. The digital
age gap did shrink for a while, but then it stagnated -- and continued into that stagnation at their
time of writing. They forecast that this stagnation will continue.
Using various other sources they suggested a theory that this is due to culture and perception.
After a certain point in life, one's mortality is on their mind, and priorities change. An elderly
person (on average) is not as interested in personal growth as they are in finding meaning and
connections in life. Previous research indicated that primary Internet use purposes for this
demographic include communication and entertainment.
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This leads into the second hypothesis, which is that the first hypothesis only holds true for
certain technologies. This hypothesis held true as well. The average elderly ability to pick up
technology, at least in the modern day, was on par with youth when the technology was to their
interest. A side analysis revealed that this correlation was stronger for the elderly that self
proclaimed that their internal age was below their physical age. When the technology was not to
their interest, the ability to pick it up was substantially worse. Of a particular note, they mention
that technology to learn or gather information is one such technology they resist adopting.
The conclusion from this paper suggests that it is still worth marketing towards and designing for
the elderly, but that not just any technology will be adopted by them. Virtual assistants, however,
partially fit in line with the type of technology that they may be interested in; one to stay
connected. Certain features of the virtual assistant may be irrelevant to them, and as such
whether or not they would adopt it would depend on how it is introduced to them.
On the other end of the spectrum, children are another consideration in virtual assistant design if
they are to truly become household items. In a 2020 study, Aeschlimann et al[47] looked to see if
children raised in the age of virtual assistants treated them the same way as they treated humans.
According to a study in the UK, in recent years one in four children are raised in a home with an
actively used virtual assistant. For the experiment, they recruited 72 children between the ages of
5 and 6.
The experiment had three parts, and four groups. In the first part, the child did a treasure hunt.
There were two experimenters, the first of which was in person. Out of nineteen total treasure
boxes hidden around a room, only eight were real, while the rest were decoys. At the beginning,
the child is given a key with a picture on it; the picture is a hint to the location of the chest it
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belongs to. The first experimenter helped them with the first two chests, then stated they didn't
know anymore, but the second experimenter would. At this point, the experimenter would hand
the child a small speaker and introduce the experimenter as Sila.
What Sila was depended on the group. Regardless of group, Sila was played by a human who
projected their voice on the speaker. In two groups, Sila was introduced as a human with a mom
and dad. In the other two groups she was introduced as a virtual assistant who was made by a
person, and the actor would speak in a robotic voice. These two groups then had another variable
within them; whether they spoke strictly factually, or through experience.
The second and third parts followed the first experiment. In the second experiment, the child
went through several trials where they were offered stickers, but had to distribute them between
themselves and other children who weren't there but had photos. They had to choose between
two distribution methods, which were either a selfishness test (such as 3 for them and 1 for the
others versus 1 for them and 3 for the others) or an envy test (such as 2 for them and 2 for the
others versus 2 for them and 3 for the others). The third experiment merely had the human
experimenter drop some pens, papers, and paperclips and saw if the children ignored it,
acknowledged the problem, gave suggestions, or helped directly.
For the first experiment, children requested help significantly more if Sila was a human, and also
significantly more if Sila spoke factually. In the sticker task, children were significantly more
likely to be prosocial if the virtual assistant spoke from experience. For the third part, five
children were excluded due to parental interference. There were no correlations at all with any of
the variables.
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The authors theorize that children talk more with a human out of habit of reporting back to
adults, and that they avoid talking to those that talk from an experience point of view because
they talk too much. Ultimately, the authors conclude that children do distinguish between
humans and virtual assistants, much like adults.

2.8 Input Preferences and Disambiguation
One factor that impacts how users perceive technology is how they interact with it. In this 2014
study, Moorthy and Vu[48] looked to find out the social acceptability of virtual assistants under
various scenarios. They looked at two results, both social acceptability and personal likelihood of
performing an action, under three factors: location (at home or in a busy restaurant), method
(using the virtual assistant to call or text), and privacy (transmitting personal information, such as
surnames and social insurance numbers, versus generic information).
They recruited 76 participants through Mechanical Turk, 45% of which were female, to answer a
survey of closed-end questions. To reduce bias, the title of the survey did not mention virtual
assistants. The survey had approximately enough questions to last 30 minutes and granted money
at the end; as such, a quality control question was used. Most questions described scenarios and
then requested the participant to rank the likelihood of them using their virtual assistant to do a
given task in a given scenario on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 7 (very likely); a similar set of
questions was used, except they rated the social acceptability from 1 to 7.
Most comparisons were significant. There was a significantly higher likelihood that a participant
would use their virtual assistant to make a call than to make a text. Similarly, there was a
significantly higher likelihood to use the assistant to transmit generic information over private
information. There was also a significantly higher chance the participant would use the assistant
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at home than in public. Of the interactions, the only significant interaction was between task type
and privacy of information.
With regards to social acceptability, there were significant differences between all three types
once again. There was a significantly higher acceptability for using the assistant to enter generic
information, for texting, and to use it from home. There was a significant interaction between
privacy of information and location, but no other combination. Of note, while people are more
likely to use the virtual assistant for calls, it was more socially acceptable for them to do it for
texts.
The authors conclude that this study confirms that the social environment impacts the likelihood
a person will use their virtual assistant. It also confirms previous studies that suggest that people
are unwilling to share personal information with their virtual assistant. They suggest that
keyboard entry should always be an option for virtual assistants.
Preference for input comes down to more than just the environment; it is also affected by the
language a person speaks. In this 2017 paper Modise and Suleman[49] looked at the importance
of having both text and voice search interfaces. In English, for your average person these two
interfaces are options that are a matter of convenience. In other languages, however, one
interface may be better than the other. The authors suggest that some languages work better with
vocal interfaces than textual ones due to mobile interface size and the characters in the language,
while some work better with text interfaces due to how uncommon the language is and the poor
accuracy of the voice interface.
The authors, being from South Africa, had a particular interest in the usability of African
languages. South Africa has eleven official languages, and they found studies on interfaces for
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two of them. As such, they picked a third language, isiXhosa, one of the languages that utilize
clicks. The importance of interface usability in Africa is tied to the fact that there are several
developing countries with a high phone to PC ratio, and comparatively lower literacy rates;
Zimbabwe, one of the countries that speaks isiXhosa, has only an 88% literacy rate.
The authors recruited four native isiXhosa speakers from their university. Using an iterative
design approach, they designed both a text and a voice interface in that language. They then
recruited 34 volunteers, also native speakers, to test it, counterbalancing the two interfaces
between tests.
After each interface test, the participants filled out a 50 question SUMI questionnaire, measuring
results on six scales. In terms of efficiency, 87% of participants found the text interface to be
averagely efficient or higher, while only 70% of participants found the voice interface to be
averagely efficient or higher. 90% of participants rated the text interface’s affect as average or
above, while 78% rated the voice interface’s affect as average or above. 93% of participants
found the text interface as at least averagely helpful, and 82% found the same of the voice
interface. 91% of participants found the text interface as controllable, compared to 85% for the
voice interface. 94% found the text interface was learnable, and 75% found the voice interface
learnable. Globally, the text interface had 97% satisfaction, while voice had 85%.
The authors conclude that, overall, there was a preference among isiXhosa speakers towards the
text interface. However, it was notable that the vocal interface still had high usability due to the
high illiteracy rate. By having usable search interfaces in the languages of developing countries,
people can be empowered to better their lives using the Internet's resources.
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A virtual assistant’s capacity to understand users directly impacts the user’s experience. As users
grow accustomed to using virtual assistants, their mental model and approach change, and the
virtual assistants understand them more. It is desirable, however, to make using a virtual assistant
intuitive and minimize changes in mental models. In a 2018 study, Cho[50] wished to analyze
the mental model novice users have when using virtual assistants. For this task, they chose 20
participants through an interview, screening them to avoid people who have experience with
virtual assistants.
For the task, the users were asked to retrieve information from Google Home. Three tasks were
"answerable": a question about travel, one about shopping for a TV, and one about how to obtain
a passport. Two were "unanswerable": information about the Obamacare controversy and
predictions for basketball. The sixth was an open question where the participant could ask
anything they wanted.
When Google misunderstood them, they found it frustrating and annoying. They found that
Google would respond ambiguously and in an unhelpful way; while a human can clarify which
part or why they misunderstood, Google merely says that it did not understand. One participant
tried to think through this by deliberately thinking about how it was programmed to function.
When Google gave long responses to unfamiliar or unrelated topics, the participants found it
difficult to remember and frustrating. One participant likened it to how desktop search results
have a scrollbar and can be parsed by the user, while conversationally it is much more annoying
to navigate.
The author looked into the strategies the participants used to get their information. They divided
these into "push" and "pull" strategies. In the push model, the participants offered information in
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hopes that Google could parse this and help to find the answer. When Google failed to answer
directly from a wh-question, the users attempted to add onto their question conversationally; for
example, in the TV buying question, they related to a TV they saw at Best Buy. Some users had
the mental model that Google Home could be "coached" or "trained". The participants attempted
to teach Google Home what it didn't already know and expected it to remember in the future. In
the pull model, the users would ask similar questions or other questions in the given topic to
probe if Google even understood what the subject was. Some users also tried to adapt their
questions into imperative statements. When asked why they did this, they responded that they
saw other people do it that way or that they saw it in a commercial.
In general, users initially believed they could approach Google Home conversationally, and
simplified query formation over time. They became more reluctant to use VAs after their failures
and Google's ambiguity to failure, and most users expected Google to retain some memory and
that they could compile queries onto each other. The discouragement from failure illustrates why
intuitive design is so crucial for virtual assistants.
When processing user input, it is worth considering that they may not speak to the virtual
assistant the same way that they would with a human. In this 2020 paper, Hewitt and Beaver[51],
two programmers for a finance company, compared user behaviour between a virtual assistant
and the user, and a live human and the user. Originally, they had trained their company's virtual
assistant on chat histories with the human assistant, but recently observed that user behaviour
towards both was notably different.
To capture these differences, the authors decided to look at several factors. They define "turns"
as taking turns in a conversation; that is, every message one person sends before the other
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responds counts as a turn. Gratitude was measured as a count of the variations of "thank" in a
turn by the user. Profanity was a regular expression search of common swear words and their
common misspellings. Tokens are the number of "words" as counted by the white space
separating them. Sentiment was a sentiment analysis of the user's turn normalized from -1 to 1.
Lastly, misspellings was a count of words that were not in any of their dictionaries.
The data they looked at was divided into four groups: virtual assistant only, human only, virtual
assistant which escalated to human, and human which escalated from virtual assistant. The
human-only conversations were analyzed from 16 794 conversations between June and October
2017. The virtual-assistant only conversations were a collection of 19 350 conversations in
January 2020. 8 324 conversations started off with the virtual assistant, and escalated to a human,
also from January 2020.
Overall, live chat conversations ended up with 1.7x more turns and 2.5x more words. This was
true whether it was escalated or not; escalated conversations averaged 14 words longer than
human-only conversations. The authors took this to mean that the live agents were not reviewing
the virtual agent conversations. With a virtual assistant, turns were almost half the length as they
were with a human. While 2% of words were misspelled with a virtual assistant, 4.2% were
misspelled with a live agent, which increased to 4.6% if it was escalated. There was gratitude
once every 20 turns with a virtual assistant (1 in 100 if escalated), but once every 5 turns with a
live agent; this halved if it was escalated.
The average sentiment with virtual assistants was neutral at 0.08, but significantly more positive
with live agents at 0.2. While there was trace profanity in live agent conversations, there were no
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samples in all of the virtual assistant data. The authors additionally looked at pronouns; the user
referred to the live agent as 'you' 2.9x more often than they did the virtual assistant.
The authors conclude that users try to be more efficient in their conversations with virtual
assistants, often shortening sentences and avoiding niceties where possible. They believe it
would be useful to retrain their virtual assistant with the existing virtual assistant data and
remove references to user behaviour that only occurs with live agents.
Users can be frustrated when virtual assistants do not understand their input. In a 2020 study,
Tobisch, Funk, and Emfield[52] looked at user preferences for virtual assistant disambiguation
methods; that is, how the virtual assistant responds when voice input is not clear. For the study,
they recruited 101 participants online to fill out a survey, each of whom were paid $10 for their
participation.
When a virtual assistant user gives a voice command, the computer interprets it with differing
levels of certainty based on things such as background noise, how loud they are, and how clearly
they articulate. The study proposes seven possible responses from a virtual assistant: No
confirmation and execute, non-verbal confirmation and execute (e.g., a beep), verbal
confirmation and execute (e.g., "Now calling"), verbal confirmation with variable and execute
(e.g., "Now calling Amy"), verbal confirmation request with variable (e.g., "Did you want to call
Amy?"), verbal confirmation between possibilities (e.g., "Did you want to call Amy or Annie?"),
and verbal request to repeat input.
The survey itself consisted of fifteen questions, but additionally, the participants were audibly
recorded during the survey and asked to think out loud as they filled it out. Each of the seven
responses had a two-sided slider for certainty thresholds and a Likert scale for preference. After
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having certainty explained to them, the participants were given a scenario based on one of three
uses (navigation, phone, and media playing). To the user, there was no ambiguity (for example,
they call Ben, and there's only one Ben in their contacts). The participant could then move each
side of a slider to indicate when a particular response is acceptable or not. In the Likert question,
they indicated if they really disliked this response to whether they really liked it. Lastly, there
was an open ended question for them to explain their thoughts.
The averaged certainty thresholds for acceptability of a response were as follows: No
confirmation and execute (62-100%), non-verbal confirmation and execute (43-80%), verbal
confirmation and execute (50-95%), verbal confirmation with variable and execute (30-75%),
verbal confirmation request with variable (30-75%), verbal confirmation between possibilities
(19-60%), and verbal request to repeat input (0-40%). Users significantly prefered the verbal
confirmation with variable and execution above all other responses, with a verbal request to
confirm the variable and a request to repeat following. The non-verbal confirmation was the least
popular by a significant margin. There were no significant differences between scenarios.
The authors conclude that using thresholds to determine virtual assistant response is desirable
given that no particular response pattern was acceptable through all certainty levels.
Additionally, they recommend against using non-verbal confirmation cues, and encourage
designers to consider threshold levels carefully.

2.9 Virtual Assistant Environments
A virtual assistant is not impacted only by their appearance and personality, but the environment
in which their avatar resides. In a 2019 study, Schneeberger et al[53] looked at how
environments impact mood and opinions in real life and tested to see if this also applies within
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virtual environments of virtual assistants. For their experiment, they employed a virtual assistant
in the position of a mock job interviewer, and recruited 60 students with an average of three prior
job interviews. Their hypothesis was that real life environmental influences would translate into
virtual environmental influences.
The participants were placed into one of three groups. The difference between the groups was the
colour of the room; it came in the colours of red, green, and beige. The real, physical room was
neutral with consistent white lighting in all cases. All other variables were consistent. After the
interview, the participants rated six inventories on five point scales, which were averaged into
categories of anxiety, activity, the interview, the interviewer, how the interviewee believed they
performed, and what they believed to have been the influence of the room.
Overall, there was a noticeable difference between the rooms. For anxiety, the average for red,
green, and beige rooms was 1.97, 1.83, and 1.70 respectively. For activity, the averages were
2.90, 3.04, and 3.39 respectively. For the interview, averages were 3.39, 3.92, and 3.85
respectively. For the interviewer, notably how the participants rated the virtual assistant itself,
averages were 2.85, 3.46, and 3.17 respectively -- a notable improvement on the assessment of
the virtual assistant only by the room alone. For the interview performance, averages were 2.10,
2.59, and 2.66 respectively. Perceived influence by the room was 2.65, 2.48, and 1.89
respectively.
The authors conclude that, as per their hypothesis, the environment, like real life, impacts mood
and performance. It is important to note how the virtual assistant was rated higher in the green
room. When designing a virtual assistant’s environment, the impact of the environment on user
mood should be a consideration.
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2.10 Escape Rooms as Context
To measure trust in a virtual assistant, a context is needed. One possible context is the use of
escape rooms, which, when done with strangers, tests compatibility between people. In a 2017
study, Pan, Lo, and Neustaedter[54] looked at social interactions that occur within escape rooms.
For their study, they recruited 38 participants, half female and half male, to play within one of
four differently themed escape rooms. Group size ranged from couples to groups, but averaged at
3 participants across 13 teams. Under the 50 minute time limit, only two escaped the room. Some
groups consisted entirely of friends, while some had strangers; some groups had mostly friends
and one stranger.
During the escape, the researcher observed the participants and took notes on their social
behaviour. They divide behaviour into two common categories: loosely and tightly coupled.
Tightly coupled people would frequently communicate with each other and wait before
continuing, whereas loosely coupled people were more independent; the latter was seen more
often in groups with strangers.
They observed how people took on leadership roles. Generally, in groups where one person had
previously done an escape room, they would take on the leadership role and tell others what to
do. Otherwise, it was more fluid; with couples there was no static leader. If a person solved a
puzzle, people would go to them for the subsequent ones.
The time limit of the room brought out people's "authentic" sides. In groups with strangers, there
were conflicts, but usually very minor. In two groups there were major conflicts with strangers
that involved anger and continued after the session; these conflicts arose due to mismatched play
styles. Despite this, in none of the groups were any sort of territoriality.
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Teamwork was encouraged through the use of scarce items. In one of the rooms, it was dark and
the group was given less flashlights than there were people. In all rooms, communication was
almost entirely verbal. People had little situational awareness outside of their own puzzles.
Teamwork was forced for certain puzzles, such as putting an artifact in one room and a way to
interact with it in another, such as a lamp powered only by a hand crank in another room.
The researchers close off by citing cultural limitations and that these observations apply to
Canada, but might not in other cultural areas. They encourage more use of technology in puzzles
to encourage teamwork, cooperative play, and trust.
Escape rooms are seen as enjoyable and have been used in sectors such as education and nursing,
particularly to measure team dynamics. In a 2019 study, Schlegel and Radico[55] investigated
the acceptability of using an escape room to measure the teamwork between potential co-interns
in a residency program. Previously, from 2016 to 2018, the program used a survival game to
measure teamwork with mixed opinions from the applicants; there were complaints about
actively feeling psychoanalyzed, and discomfort from being watched interacting with
competitors. Despite this being true for the escape room as well, no participants noted it this
time.
The authors tested the escape room on 69 applicants in 2019; although gender and age
demographics were not given, the residency was in Pennsylvania. The survival game they
compared it with had 66 participants. The escape room was part of a bigger interview process,
with a third party observing within the room. The storyline of the escape room involved the
observers themselves, as well as food items and cultural references of the residency. They
deliberately avoided anything clinically related so that the participants didn't feel like they were
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being evaluated on their clinical skills. The escape room was 50 minutes long, with 8 puzzles and
a master puzzle, designed by a third party who makes escape rooms for a living. Although some
teams required more time than others and some required a few hints, every team was eventually
able to complete the room. The escape room was worth 8% of the total interview rating. After
completing the escape room, the participants could fill out an optional survey, of which 19 of 69
participants returned it.
Overall, the reception towards the escape room was much higher than the previous survival
game; 47% of participants rated it as very positive, as compared to 21% for the survival game.
37% rated it positive, versus 17%; 16% rated it neutral, compared to 33%; and no one rated it
negative, whereas 20% of participants rated the survival game negatively. In the open answer
box of the survey, the only negative comment was that the escape room made the day go on that
much longer. The authors didn't specify whether or not the escape room itself improved the
matching results of the candidates or not.
The authors conclude that the escape room was a much more enjoyable part of the interview
process than the original survival game, possibly owing to its current cultural popularity. They
believe that escape rooms are a sufficient measurement of teamwork and continue to employ this
method within their interviews, citing the importance of teamwork for patient and provider
satisfaction and the inability for written applications and interviews to fully measure the
dynamics of team interaction from an applicant.
In a 2019 study, Kihara, Bendor, and Lomas[56] ran a pilot test on the application of escape
rooms as a learning tool, utilizing four participants. The players were in a future totalitarian
Amsterdam which employed smart surveillance technologies. They were part of a hacker guild
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which were tasked with taking down the system, and were instructed by the leader of the guild
by the name of Gan.
In order to take down the system, a previous member of the guild created a virus, which was on
an SD card. Unfortunately, this member was caught by the government and was not there to
assist them in finding it. The players had to go through a series of steps to take down layers of
the firewall; whether this contributed to finding the SD card or simply to administering the SD
card's contents was not specified. They had 60 minutes to complete the puzzle.
In this world, every person was assigned a trust score based on their bank accounts, social media
history, emotions, and current actions. Everyone started with a default trust score of 30. At some
point, the players realize there is a vulnerability in the system under a given set of conditions; a
trust score of at least 50 is one of them. Raising the trust score required a series of tasks, of
which one was specified: they had to train the system on their emotional expression. They could
proceed to the next step once each of them stood in front of the camera and convinced the
camera they were happy. The read emotion was processed by a real program, Affdex, recognizes
emotion. There were struggles at this step as the system kept misreading their emotions. They
were then required to make a mask out of black duct tape until the recognition system no longer
registered them as people.
This was followed up by an exploitable bug which required the camera to register extreme
violence. The participants then enacted scenes using squirt guns. The video was processed using
Google Cloud Vision which interpreted scenes to be violent or not. The participants struggled
here as genders present seemed to change the interpretation..
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Lastly, the participants had to leave the building and go out in the city, masks on, and locate four
nearby security cameras. Their IDs were used as part of a puzzle. After solving all of the puzzles,
Gan made their final reveal: they were the surveillance system all along, and the players were
actually training the network to better recognise people who evade the system!
The questionnaire yielded improved results in every field on average, looking at three results.
The first score was for the understanding of AI; this rose from 2.75 to 3.25 out of 5 on average.
The second was about sensitization to AI surveillance, which rose from 3.25 to 4.25. Lastly, they
looked at concern about AI surveillance, which rose from 2.75 to 4.25 on average. They noted
that in the qualitative answers, the German participant still remained unconcerned, while the
three participants who came from unspecified East Asian countries were very concerned.
The authors conclude that the pilot was a success, and escape rooms are potentially a good way
to educate people on the dangers of smart cities. In discussing the design aspect, they suggest
that escape rooms have intrinsic motivation, and that the timer grabbed their attention and
brought it to the forefront of their minds. This establishes at least one precedent that discusses
motivation within the escape room.
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Chapter 3
3 UI Design
3.1 Designing the Escape Room
A series of escape rooms were utilized to give context for using the virtual assistant. Intrinsic
motivation for virtual assistants is not always present (see section 2.5), so the context of an
escape room gives them a reason to use the virtual assistant. Escape rooms have been shown to
encourage team behaviour, and have been used to evaluate how people work in a group (see
section 2.10). In this instance, it is the virtual assistant being evaluated. This within-subjects
experiment lined up three puzzle rooms in a row, each of which housed one of the three virtual
assistants. Participants were pressured in these escape rooms through the use of a ten minute
timer within each room. Thus, the escape rooms required designs which would push people over
this timer when they don’t make use of the virtual assistant.
Making each escape room of equal difficulty proved to be the first challenge. To create base
puzzles, the nature of the puzzles were torn down to create pieces from which to build puzzles
equally. Several factors were considered. Firstly, puzzles are not always linear. The ending
condition of the puzzle, or somewhere towards the ending, requires multiple results from prior
puzzles in order to proceed. This creates puzzle branches, allowing participants to approach the
puzzle from multiple ways and not get bottlenecked until there was only one piece left
remaining.
Secondly, there are two types of puzzles. The first puzzle type makes use of items and merging
items. Merging items here refers to things such as putting the bit in a screwdriver, thereby
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requiring the participant to find both the bit and the screwdriver separately, then realize to put
them together to achieve their next goal. This type of puzzle is straightforward, requiring only to
locate items and try them on things; thus, opening the possibility of brute force.

Figure 1: Pieces of an item puzzle. Key Piece 1, Key Piece 2, Merged Key.
The second type of puzzle resists the brute force type strategy: a thinking type puzzle. A hint
may purely be visual with no affordances that it can be used, requiring the participant to realize
that it is even relevant to the puzzle at all. They then have to process some of these hints further
as part of the puzzle.

Figure 2: A thinking puzzle. The code to a safe is hidden among the patterns on the tree
pot.
Thirdly, these components hide themselves behind locks, codes, and passwords. The participant
might find these modes of interaction early on, and keep a mental note to look for these answers.
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They see the exit directly at the beginning of the puzzle, and then things with obvious
affordances that make for easy interactions, such as safes. Due to these factors, they naturally
work backwards from the end of the puzzle and find things they need to proceed, only to find
that the things they need are themselves locked away. This continues until they find easy clues
and items, and then parse through them and the things they have already discovered but not
solved. Fourthly, red herrings littered the puzzles to create distractions and require some thought.

Figure 3: Red herring examples.
Although these four things combined to make the puzzle, it left a lingering question: what kind
of advantage would people who have previously played digital escape room games have over
those who have not? So a fifth consideration came to light; one especially difficult component
would be in each puzzle to push even these people over the time limit when not receiving help
from the virtual assistant. Ideally, participants could solve them on their own without the virtual
assistant, but it would take a lot of time, so as to not be impossible.
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With these factors in mind, the escape rooms were constructed as follows:
Room 1 - The Morse Room (see Appendix C)
● The exit is remotely controlled by a morse machine (text interface for user)
● To get the code to open the door, they had to acquire the papers in the safe
● The safe required a code and a key (puzzle branch)
○ The key (item type puzzle) is broken into two (puzzle branch)
■ The handle of the key is hiding in the watering can
■ The serrated part of the key is hiding in a case of gemstones
● The gemstone case must be opened by removing its front glass
● The screws on the back have to be removed (no screwdriver
required)
○ The code (thinking type puzzle) was projected on loop, in morse, on a tower out
the window
■ The participant had to decipher the morse (the difficult component)
■ A paper giving a morse breakdown could be found in the room
Room 2 - The Computer Room (see Appendix D)
● The exit is remotely controlled by a computer
● The computer required a username and password (puzzle branch)
○ The username was the name of a researcher in a newspaper, folded behind a glass
frame
○ The frame had screws, but this time required a screwdriver and bit (item puzzle)
(puzzle branch)
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■ The bit was camouflaged and hiding among cactus needles (the difficult
component)
■ The screwdriver was in a locked drawer
● The drawer is unlocked by one of four identical keys in a closed
key hanger behind the computer
○ The password was on a paper in a suitcase with a four digit lock
■ The lock reflects the number of flower on the four cacti surrounding the
computer (thinking puzzle)
Room 3 - The Beanstalk Room (see Appendix E)
● The exit is on the ceiling, far away
● Can be reached by climbing a magical beanstalk
● Growing a beanstalk requires a bean and some water (puzzle branch)
○ The bean is behind a code-based safe (thinking puzzle)
■ The code is in very very tiny text (the difficult component), hiding
between a fancy pattern on the rim of a houseplant pot
○ The water needs to come from a water fountain. It needs to be fixed, and a way to
carry the water needs to be found (item puzzle) (puzzle branch)
■ The water can be carried in the hollow leg of the table
■ The water cooler requires a new nozzle
● The nozzle is in a locked filing cabinet below it
● The key is hiding under the table cloth
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Each puzzle had one difficult component, one item puzzle chain, one thinking puzzle, two puzzle
branches, and numerous red herrings which did nothing but give a description when clicked. The
thinking puzzle differentiated the rooms to make them not feel the same. Before adding the
virtual assistant and countdown timer, a preliminary experiment took place to evaluate the
rooms’ relative difficulty. 5 people attempted the rooms, who recorded the time it took to
complete each room and gave feedback:
Table 1: Times Taken in Escape Rooms (Incomplete marked with *)
Volunteer

Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

1

4:19

10:00*

3:02

2

12:30*

12:47*

13:15*

3

12:35

21:34*

10:27

4

10:00

10:00*

10:00*

5

5:45

8:01

5:03

Although the times were similar enough in most rooms, Room 2 proved notoriously difficult,
even to those experienced with digital escape rooms, with people struggling to find the bit. Its
icon was recoloured and relocated multiple times until the times became reasonable. Some other
items had their legibility changed as difficulty of reading was not an intended puzzle component
on anything except for the tree pot code. At the last participant the only remaining problem was
that the screwdriver bit was too hidden; previous participants could not find it at all.

3.2 Writing the Program
Due to the difficulty of writing a believable AI that could answer all imaginable questions about
the escape room, a wizard of oz style study was done. Originally, this experiment was intended
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to be performed in person, with a computer on each side of a one-way mirror. This would be a
LAN style program with paper surveys. Due to COVID and the sudden remote nature of life, the
program was reconsidered to use the Internet, with two clients (researcher and participant) and a
server (to relay between them, as well as get the virtual assistant voice).
The server-side program was written in nodeJS, using the socket.io library to communicate
between clients. The server-side program served only a few functions, resulting in fairly short
code. The primary goal was communication. When one client sent a message, it was sent to the
server, which then relayed it to both clients for display on the chat screen (although this may
sound inefficient for the person sending it, it serves a dual purpose of confirming a connection).
The program also processed the researcher’s messages in a special way. If sound was enabled, it
connected to the Amazon Polly API and got the text processed with a neural network type voice,
Salli. When this was returned to the server, the audio was streamed to the clients. Because one
virtual assistant type had gestures, dialogue was prefixed with an emoji depending on mood (see
below). The server determined if such an emoji was used, and if so, only sent the substring
without it to Amazon Polly so as to not read an emoji out loud with every remark.
The server-side program relayed other information between clients as well, in the same technical
fashion as relaying messages. As well as regular messages, it sent over indicators to fill out a
survey, and switch between escape rooms on demand. A label distinguished these from messages
but otherwise they were identical. Changes were then processed on the client-side. Internally, the
server-side program had a sound variable. If the variable was on, it would send requests to
Amazon Polly and send the result to the clients. If the variable was off, bandwidth was saved by
not making the request in the first place.
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Both clients were written in standard web languages: HTML, CSS, Javascript (along with
jQuery), and a smattering of PHP for ease. The researcher’s client (see Appendix B) contained
bare-bone functions to operate. On the left-hand side of the page was a large array of buttons,
sorted into groups. The top-most buttons used socket.io to relay a signal to the server to turn
sound on and off. The second row of buttons sent signals to switch levels, or pull up the survey.
The rest of the groupings were quick message macros; clicking these would send messages as
though they were typed in the chat box, but were pre-written for speed during the experiment.
The third grouping contained generic, non-level-specific messages such as “thank you” and
“please fill out this survey”. The fourth to sixth groupings had messages specific to each escape
room. These macros were populated through a pre-filled array translated to HTML buttons with
a PHP loop. Clicking the button was processed with Javascript.
On the right-hand side, a chat box contained not only messages, but a text feed of certain actions.
When the participant clicked on something, it sent a notification to the researcher’s client
through the server with an ID number. On the researcher’s client, a Javascript object translated
the ID number to text, which was then appended to the chat box in a colourful way. The survey
being completed or the level changing also triggered these types of messages.
The participant’s client (see Appendix A) required significantly more involvement. Three
window panes lined the page. The game window composed the primary and biggest pane, sitting
above the inventory pane and to the left of the chat pane. Functionally similar to the researcher’s
chat pane, the participants’ chat pane exclusively fed only messages to and from the virtual
assistant, and was programmatically identical. When the participant sent a message on this chat
panel, above the text box it would say “Laura is processing…” until a response was received.
This message was displayed for both participant and researcher.
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The inventory pane was simple. A level switch would clear out all of the items within it, as
would using an item. Obtaining an item added an item div to the inventory pane. Clicking an
item div changed the “equipped” variable to that item’s ID, and clicking the red circle set the
equipped item to a sentinel value. Clicking the ‘Examine’ button called a function in the game
engine that would bring up a window in the primary pane. Clicking one item with another
equipped fired off a function that would check if the two IDs are meant to be merged, and if so,
delete both items and replace it with the merged one; otherwise, it would do nothing.
The game engine itself involved a substantial amount of code. Written primarily with Javascript,
it made use of HTML5 canvases for rendering. To simplify the rendering of graphics, graphical
functions took in arrays of information (including URL of the asset and the dimensions) and
turned them into objects which could be drawn with one call as needed. These objects then had
functions which listened within their graphical dimensions for clicks, and each one responded
differently to the clicks as programmed in an overarching setup function.
Two important functions graphically displayed cutscenes, of which there were two types. Full
screen cutscenes (see Appendix F) completely changed what was displayed and interacted with;
no longer would the room be displayed, but a black screen with white text on the bottom half,
and an optional square drawing on the top half. The half cutscene (see Appendix G) still showed
the room, but displayed text on the bottom half of the screen on a black background the same as
the full cutscene. Both of these displayed text in timed chunks to feel lively, and if clicked,
automatically displayed the rest of the text. Clicking an item in the room or the examine button
in the inventory panel would call the half-cutscene function to show a description of the item or
thing. The exits, screwed frames, morse, computer screens, suitcase, and safes called the full
cutscene function, as well as the game over and success conditions.
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Three special situations created an HTML overlay overtop the game. The morse machine utilized
a standard <input> box, the computer screen had two and a button, and when the server triggered
the surveys to show, they unhid a standard HTML form which was stylized to look like part of
the game. This was done to save time, but had a graphical drawback: the cursor on the screen
switched from the game cursor to the standard HTML cursor when hovering over these elements.
Functionally, most interactions were simple. Most items simply displayed their description when
clicked. When a correct click was placed, such as using a key on a lock, the item was removed if
applicable and the related variable changed. Depending on the item this meant it might give them
another item, such as opening a drawer, or allow it to be interacted with, such as opening the
glass frame after removing the screws. The safes and suitcase checked all numbers when one
changed and if all four were correct, initiated the next state. The morse code light comprised of
an array which represented if the light was on, or off:
[true,false,true,false,true,false,true,true,true,false,true,true,true,false,false,false,true,true
,true,false,true,true,true,false,true,false,true,false,true,false,false,false,true,false,true,fals
e,true,false,true,false,true,true,true,false,false,false,true,true,true,false,true,false,true,fal
se,true,false,true,false,false,false,false,false,false,false]
A timer added onto a state variable, which picked the index the array was currently on with the
modulus function. The avatar of the virtual assistant was the most complex part of the game, who
not only gestured, but had a dynamic text bubble. When the researcher sent a message to the
participant, the participant’s client checked for an emoji at the front. If there was one, it
designated the mood; for example, :) was happy, and :? was thinking. No emoji resulted in a
neutral mood. If there was an emoji, it was removed. The text was then displayed in a speech
bubble that dynamically popped up from Laura, and the text displayed in chunks like the
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cutscene function. The text bubble had priority over the half cutscene function and below the full
cutscene function in terms of display and click responses.

3.3 Designing the Content
The graphics for the program were designed carefully. All were made in Paint.net. One
consideration in their design was time; to save time, they were cell shaded and loosely drawn,
unlike more precise styles such as pixel art. Bright colours and simplistic designs were chosen
deliberately to make things legible and easy to distinguish as clickable. Clutter within the rooms
was avoided and virtually everything was clickable.
Colours were chosen for mood, as it has been shown in a previous study that the environment
impacts a participant’s experiences with virtual assistants (see section 2.9). The chosen mood
was a calm, relaxing one; this resulted in cool colours such as blues, purples, and greens.
Warmer colours were used sparingly. To supplement the colours, strong lighting and large
windows enhanced the mood. When the outside was visible, prospect and refuge design theory
was employed; a study [57] has shown that there needs to be just the right amount of clearing for
maximum comfort. Too much clearing, or too much clutter, creates anxiety. This is an important
factor when testing for participant feelings.
Laura’s design was very carefully considered. Her name, Laura, was meant to be a play on
Laurentian (her full name is Laura Laurentian). Multiple studies looked at gender preferences in
virtual assistants, and while there are some outliers, most reach the conclusion that female virtual
assistants are seen as more desirable (see section 2.6). As such, and due to all of the major virtual
assistants on the current market being female, Laura was designed as a woman to minimize
complications in the results.
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One study showed that people prefer their context-based virtual assistants to wear clothes related
to their role. This same study also showed that people prefer semi-formal attire; not the most
casual or most formal. To reflect this, Laura wears a lab coat, as the theme of the rooms is a
research institution. Her hair is tied, and she does not have glasses to maximize the clarity of her
face (see section 2.3).
Previous studies proved that facial clarity is very important; virtual assistants with wrinkles or
overly realistic faces struggled with conveying emotions. Additionally, overly realistic assistants
have real uncanny valley issues that have impacted study results (see section 2.4). To maximize
facial clarity, Laura’s facial expressions reflected some of the most popular and basic emoji.
These emoji are:

Figure 4: Emoji used as design reference.
The emoji chosen to reflect her mood were selected carefully for a lack of ambiguity (see section
2.3). Body languages accompanied the facial expressions to try to make it more clear. This
resulted in the following gestures:

Figure 5: Laura’s moods. Left to right: Neutral, Thinking, Angry, Delighted, Winking,
Resignation, Disappointed, Surprise, Sad
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Laura’s language also reflects standard language among existing virtual assistants, both real and
virtual. Formal language exists to minimize ambiguities across a wide audience (see section 2.6).
Casual language, while personal, tends to yield slang that may not be known across a larger
group. A formula (seen in section 2.6) takes a textual input and calculates its formality rating. A
script written for this experiment processed a body of dialogue from existing virtual assistants,
real and fictional, and calculated their average formality, which was compared to a blog,
academic paper, and newspaper. The same body of text was run through Whissell’s Dictionary of
Affect [58], for a sentiment analysis. Laura’s text was then written to be consistent with these:
Table 2: Formality Scores and Sentimental Analysis of Virtual Assistants
Text

FScore

Pleasantness (1.85)

Activation (1.67)

Imagery (1.52)

Blog
Academic Paper
Sudbury Star

46.74
72.74
73.97

1.83033
1.81661
1.86402

1.70865
1.67369
1.75143

1.52661
1.46392
1.57778

Cortana (Halo)
EDI (Mass Effect 3)
HAL9000 (Space
Odyssey)
GLaDOS (Portal 1)
GLaDOS (late Portal 2)
Siri
Cortana
Google Assistant
Laura

56.88
59.09
52.33
74.41
32.76
53.06
62.82
57.50
51.10

1.97116
1.79935
2.02447
1.73564
1.81603
1.83292
1.96134
2.00272
1.92253

1.73414
1.70691
1.78992
1.72427
1.62951
1.63874
1.79434
1.64915
1.69774

1.42069
1.45238
1.42000
1.73333
1.45600
1.54419
1.40690
1.53962
1.59521
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Chapter 4
4 Methodology
4.1 Objectives
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate how much participants trust virtual assistants
when conveyed in three ways: text-only, voice and text, and avatar, voice, and text. To give
participants context in which to use the virtual assistant (as intrinsic motivation is not reliable -see section 2.5), they will solve three escape room puzzles with the virtual assistant as a
partner, under a time limit. This is followed by quantitative and qualitative responses, which are
analysed to see which channels of communication impact a user’s trust on the virtual assistant.

4.2 Hypothesis
The goal of this experiment is to differentiate between text, voice, and avatar as channels of
communication for virtual assistants by looking at how trustworthy they are considered. Because
the channels of communication are not in complete isolation, instead compounding on each
other, and because research (see section 2.5) suggests that channels of communication impact
how users perceive virtual assistants, the following hypothesis is made:
Hypothesis H1
Null:

There is no significant difference in trust between text only, voice and text, and
avatar, voice, and text.

Alternate:

Voice and text will have significantly more trust than text alone, and an avatar on
top of voice and text will have significantly more trust than voice and text.
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Additionally, there is a chance that people with escape room experience may approach the
rooms differently and may use the virtual assistant less, or even be hostile to it (see section
2.10). As such, the following hypothesis is also made:
Hypothesis H2
Null:

People with escape room experience have consistent trust levels as those without
experience.

Alternate:

People with escape room experience have significantly different trust levels than
those without.

4.3 Questionnaire Design
The first questionnaire is a demographic intake (see Appendix H). The first four questions, age,
gender, country, and occupation, are to see if the results are skewed by demographic factors.
The next two questions ask if the participants have experience in physical or digital escape
rooms before; if they do, the possibility arises that they may use the virtual assistant less, and
therefore answer differently. The next four questions ask if they have used a virtual assistant
before, if they do so regularly, and if so, what type, and if Other, what it is. For convenience, the
“what type” and “what is Other?” questions are hidden and only show if they answer the parent
question appropriately. These questions similarly see if the answers are skewed by prior
experience.
After each escape room is another questionnaire (see Appendix I). The first question asks if the
virtual assistant was acting in the participant’s best interest. This is to disambiguate from trust in
general which may be interpreted in different ways. The second question is blunt, and asks how
much they trust the virtual assistant. The third question is asking about cognitive load in
layman’s terms, as there may be a correlation between cognitive load and the value of the
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virtual assistant. The fourth question asks about the difficulty of the room to separate the room
and virtual assistant as concepts. The fifth question asks how useful the virtual assistant was, to
again disambiguate the trust factor. The last two questions are open-ended qualitative questions
about the assistant, and anything in general, to catch anything not captured by the rest of the
questions.

4.4 Method
To perform the experiment, 21 people were recruited (10 female) who then arranged a time to sit
and perform the experiment. After filling out a consent form, they were informed of needing
audio access, to ask Laura for help with controls or puzzles as needed, warned of one bug with a
safe that was discovered early on (they only had to press C on the interface first, whereas it
should have worked right away), and told that there were three levels and to stay on the screen
rather than closing it. The link given to them had the first escape room embedded into the URL.
After being given the link to the experiment, the participant filled out an initial demographic
survey. Upon survey completion, the researcher would press the buttons thanking them, then
introducing Laura. They then approached the puzzle on their own terms. With each click, the
researcher received a notification. Certain notifications prompted certain responses. For example,
clicking the cactus prompted “I like the smell of cactus in the morning.” This was done once,
except for the morse code papers, where an explanation was given each time on what the
symbols mean.
When the participant succeeded at something, Laura said “Aha! Great Work!” If the participant
did not find any items or make any progress for a minute, a clue was given (such as “Oh, look!
Something is glinting under the table!”). If several minutes passed, clues were given more
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frequently until they found something. This naturally results in there being more interaction with
Laura on average the more time that is spent on the puzzle.
Upon successfully clearing the room, Laura exclaimed, “Aha! Great work! We escaped! Please
fill out this survey.” Whereas upon failure, she said, “Oh no! That’s too bad. Please fill out this
survey.” The survey then popped up. Upon completion, she thanked them, and the next room
was brought forth, or she thanked them for participating and wished them well.
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Chapter 5
5 Results
Of the 21 participants who partook in the study, there was only a technical issue with one; the
time for the first room was not properly submitted. Of these, 11 participants were male, and 10
were female. 17 participants came from the United States, 3 from Canada, and 1 from Spain.
Occupation or field of study greatly varied with no patterns. 8 participants had played in a
physical escape room before, while 13 didn’t; 9 played a digital escape room prior, and 12 did
not. Only a single participant had not used any type of virtual assistant before, and only 4
participants used them regularly, of which all used phone virtual assistants and one used a home
virtual assistant. The participants were evenly spread between room orderings, with 4
participants doing text-voice-avatar, 4 doing text-avatar-voice, 3 doing voice-text-avatar, 3 doing
voice-avatar-text, 4 doing avatar-text-voice, and 3 doing avatar-voice-text.
The starting timer for each room was 10 minutes and ticked down. The average remaining times
were 1:55 for the room with the text-only assistant, 3:17 for the room with the voice assistant,
and 3:01 for the room with the avatar assistant. Regarding virtual assistant types, there was only
a significant difference in time remaining between the text and voice room (p = 0.03). In the
avatar assistant room, people who previously played digital escape rooms had significantly more
time remaining than those who did not, at 4:31 and 1:55 minutes remaining (p = 0.01). When
considering the rooms by order completed, there were also significant differences between the
same two groups, with 3:14 and 1:22 (p = 0.01) remaining for the first room, and 4:24 and 2:23
minutes remaining on average for the third room (p = 0.04). In general, there was also a strong
reverse correlation between time remaining and difficulty of the first room attempted (r = -0.79).
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When asked if the virtual assistant acted in their best interest, the results were close between
virtual assistant types. For “Always” answers, both text and voice got 10 votes, and avatar got 9.
For “Usually”, text got 7, voice got 9, and avatar got 8. For “Sometimes”, text and voice got 0,
and avatar got 2. For “Not usually”, text got 1 vote, while the others got two. No one said the
virtual assistant was never in their best interest.
With regards to whether or not the participants trusted the virtual assistant, there was absolutely
no significant difference between any virtual assistant type for any demographic combination.
The average trust values out of 10 were 9.11 for text, 9.05 for voice, and 8.89 for avatar. When
ordered by room, they are 8.90 for the first room, 9.00 for the second, and 8.86 for the third. As
such, the null hypothesis for H1 fails to be rejected. The null hypothesis for H2 fails to be
completely rejected, however, there is evidence in other questions that the effect exists in other
ways.
There were no significant differences in cognitive load between averaged virtual assistant types.
The text assistant room scored 7.16 out of 10, the voice room 6.89, and the avatar room 6.47.
When ordered by room, the first room averaged 6.62, the second 7.00, and the third 6.95. People
without digital escape room experience had significantly more cognitive load at 7.83 than those
with experience at 5.78 (p = 0.04).
For room difficulty, there was a significant difference between the text room and voice room (p
= 0.03). The text assistant room averaged 7.21 out of 10, the voice assistant room averaged 5.89,
and the avatar assistant room averaged 5.95. This is less dramatic when viewed by room order,
with no significant differences; the first room averages 6.14, the second 6.81, and the third also
6.14. Once again, there is a significant difference between people with and without digital escape
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room experience. People with experience rated the avatar room as 4.75, while those without
rated it 6.82 (p = 0.03). This was also true for the third room done, where those with experience
rated it 4.78 and those without gave it 7.17 (p = 0.01). There was also a 73% correlation between
the cognitive load of the text assistant room and the difficulty of it.
On average, participants ranked the virtual assistant types almost equally useful, with the text
assistant ranked at 8.42 out of 10, the voice assistant at 8.00, and the avatar assistant at 8.37.
When ordered by room, this turns into 8.29 for the first room, 8.19 for the second, and 7.95 for
the third. Veteran digital escapees found the voice assistant significantly less useful at 7.13,
while newcomers to the genre gave her a 8.64 (p = 0.04). This difference was also true in the
second room attempted, where those with experience gave 7.22 for usefulness and those without
gave 8.92 (p = 0.02). This partially supports the alternate hypothesis for H2. Interestingly, the
only gender-based difference comes to light here, as men found the assistant in the first room
significantly more useful at 9.09, while women gave 7.40 (p = 0.02).
When asked about their experience with the text based assistant, 39% of participants explicitly
pointed out how she could help with the morse puzzle. 19% of people commented that she was
useless, 19% said she was generally helpful, and 24% pointed out the lack of voice as distracting.
With regards to their experience with the voice based assistant, 14% complained that she was
repetitive, 33% had puzzle-specific praises, and 33% described her as generally helpful. The
avatar based assistant elicited complaints of slowness from 14% of participants, praises of the
avatar from 19%, and comments of being useful from 24%. Additionally, 24% of participants
complained about morse code being too hard in the general comments.
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Chapter 6
6 Discussion
As the focus of this paper, the lack of significant differences in trust values, even looking
between demographics, comes as a surprise. This may be attributed to all of the effort that went
into making the virtual assistant as robust as possible to reduce distracting factors; for example,
the clear facial expressions, the submissive-style behaviour, the carefully worded language, and
the design of the environments. The implications here are that the medium of the virtual assistant
does not matter with regards to trust. The one correlation, between usefulness and trust of the
text assistant in the morse room (of which 39% of participants pointed out her assistance),
suggests that the more useful a virtual assistant is, the more they grow to trust that assistant.
This means that the feature set of a virtual assistant may hold more sway over a user’s trust than
channels of presentation. Considering the potential cost of getting a virtual assistant voiced, and
processing enough emotion to have a functional avatar, the return on investment should be
carefully considered. That is not to say it is not for nothing, as 24% of participants complained
about the lack of voice. So while it may not impact trust, it must still impact the user experience
in some way.
The reverse correlation between the first room’s time remaining and difficulty may logically
come from the fact that it is the first room of the experiment, and people are still adapting to the
interface. Additionally, the significant difference in time between those with digital escape room
experience and those without might be similarly attributed to a familiarity with the puzzle types;
as each puzzle was design with both item and thinking puzzles in mind, those with experience
may be accustomed to looking for these things, while those without may not immediately
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recognize the ideas of items, combining items, or clues which are not something you merely
click on. The lack of significant differences between those with and without physical escape
room games may be attributed to the fact that those games can be done in groups, so it is not
reliable that those with physical escape room experience solved the same types of puzzles before.
Overall, the rooms were regarded as medium-high difficulty with an average cognitive load,
which was the desired perception of the puzzles. The virtual assistant had favourably high trust
and usefulness scores, so even in areas and demographics without significant differences or
correlations, she was still welcomed and appreciated. This implies that virtual assistants still
have a place and are seen as useful tools, even in an unconventional setting such as an escape
room.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusion
7.1 Future Work
A shortcoming with this study was seen with the morse puzzle. While other difficult puzzle parts
— the hidden screw bit, and the tiny numbers — could still be solved quickly once discovered,
the morse would hold back even the best of players. This ended up skewing difficulty and times
towards the text room. It did, however, bring out the interesting correlation of trust and
usefulness. Rather than removing the morse puzzle, a future iteration of this experiment should
replace the difficult components of the other two rooms with similarly time-locked and difficult
components closer to the morse, for example, perhaps deciphering pigpen code. There are
additional statistics that can be collected but are not here; for example, the number of inquiries a
person makes to the virtual assistant in a given room. It may also be useful to ask how likeable
the virtual assistant is, and whether or not the participant would like to use virtual assistants in
the future.

7.2 Conclusion
This thesis compared three channels of communication for virtual assistants, text, voice, and
avatar, in terms of trust elicited from users. Participants played through a series of three escape
rooms alongside the virtual assistant before rating their opinions on an array of attributes,
revealing that the channel does not impact a user’s trust in virtual assistants when all else is
equal. Significant differences were found in areas of time spent, difficulty, and usefulness of the
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assistant for participants with and without digital escape room experience, and a strong
correlation was found between trust and usefulness of virtual assistants when they are text only.
Users of virtual assistants are very sensitive when it comes to a wide variety of nuances in virtual
assistant design, reflecting human to human social psychology. Given that users relate to their
digital companions as they do real living things, it is important to reflect on every aspect of the
design to maintain a healthy trust with their assistant devices. With virtual assistants becoming
increasingly ubiquitous, more developmental resources are placed into them, growing their
capacity for help and harm. Informed design will ensure that their relationship with the world is a
favourable one.
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